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Junior Michael Rish holds onto pass as he takes a hit from an Occidental player. The Toreros won the game 38-13 and travel to Whittier to face the Poets on Saturday. Game time 7:30. 
3813 WIN 
The Toreros Remain Undefeated 
by Matt Piselli 
USD continued it's undefeated-
untied season last Saturday night by 
defeating the Occidental Tigers 
soundly 38-13. The Toreros did it 
with an explosive offense that pro­
duced 534 total net yards and a 
punishing defense that chalked up 
ten sacks and allowed only two first 
downs by rushing. USD opened up 
a 24-0 lead in the first half on a 
twenty one yard pass to senior wide 
receiver Ronald Guzman from Steve 
Loomis, who had 148 yards passing 
on 13 for 24 attempts and a touch­
down . The defense proved that they 
could put points on the board just as 
well when Occidental QB Joey Mon-
tijo threw the ball into the hands of 
junior defensive lineman Fitzhugh 
Dinkins who ran fifteen yards for an 
additional score. Joe Henry, who 
had probably his finest game as a 
Torero (159 yards rushing), ran a 
draw play for twenty yards and a 
21-0 lead. USD got another chance 
to score when with 1:32 left in the 
half. Montijo rushing to try and get 
his team in fieldgoal position, was in­
tercepted by senior defensive back 
Dan Herbert. For Herbert, it was his 
fourth interception of the season (the 
Toreros have ten as a team). After 
Loomis hit junior wide receiver 
Michael Rish for a seven yard gain, 
Robert Lozzi, the freshman kicker, 
attempted a 42 yard field goal. Lozzi 
hammered it through the goalposts 
and the Toreros ran off the field at 
halftime with a 24-0 lead. 
In the second half USD asserted its 
dominance offensively and defen­
sively and went on for a 38-13 win. 
Offensively, USD cranked out 287 
yards rushing (including Henry's 159 
yds. and sophomore William Fack-
ler's 103 yds.) Defensively, USD 
allowed Occidental, one of the top 
teams in the nation in passing, 306 
yds. but the starter Montijo com­
pleted only twelve passes in thirty-
nine attempts. In all, Oxy's QB's 
completed 17 passes in 46 attempts. 
The Toreros also intercepted three 
passes and allowed only 58 yards 
rushing. 
The victory gave the Toreros a 4 
and 0 record and a high national 
ranking in NCAA Division 3 football. 
Why such a sudden success this 
year? Coach Bill Williams says the 
success started in 1976 when he 
built the foundation for his program 
through recruiting. "We are looking 
for the type of kid who has character 
as well as playing ability." Williams 
says, "The school is academically 
oriented and so are we." Willams 
wanted the type of athlete who was 
open and intelligent. The type that 
enjoyed challenges. "I wanted the 
type of kid who could handle adver­
sity." Williams says, "football is time 
consuming, frustrating, and painful 
physically and emotionally. In foot­
ball, the player has to rise to the 
challenge every Saturday. They 
can't run away from it. They are be­
ing tested every week and judged on 
their performance." 
In 1976 the USD Toreros were 
taken over by the defensive coor­
dinator at that time being Williams. 
They went 2-7-1 that year but lost 
five games by a total of eighteen 
points. In 1977 they went 3-7-0 and 
were ranked 18th in the country in 
total defense. In 1978, some of the 
hard work began to pay off when 
Williams led the Toreros to a 7-4-0 
season and was named the NCAA 
Division 3, District 9 Football Coach 
of the Year. In 1979, Williams 
started off fast by winning five of 
their first six games, but injuries hurt 
them and the Toreros finished up 
with a 5-6-0 record. In 1980, after 
an 0-3 start, Williams troops finished 
strong to win six of it's last eight 
games to finish up 6-5-0. 
But this year seems different. Not 
only have the Toreros marched to a 
4-0 record but have done so by 
defeating their opponents convinc­
ingly. Their offense has been potent 
and their defense, which has always 
been a strongpoint, has been a kind 
of swarming gang-tackling type of 
defense. Williams feels that 
specifically the main reason for the 
teams success is due to great senior 
leadership. "The coaches can set up 
the structure but the leadership must 
come from the players." On the of­
fense side comes 5'8" 185 pound 
Joe Henry, one of the all-time run­
ning backs in USD's history. Henry is 
a quiet type of guy who leads by ex­
ample. This is Williams favorite type 
of leader. "He gives a total effort in 
practice and the younger players see 
this and learn from it." On defense 
it's Bruce Ognibene, "He pulls 
everyone together, Williams says, 
"He comes to play every Saturday 
and gets super up for the big game. 
He gives tremendous pressure and 
had one of the finest games for a 
lineman in the Oxy game that I've 
ever seen at USD." Also Dan 
Herbert who Williams claims has a 
"superior player intelligence." Mean­
ing that he knows quickly when a 
coverage adjustment is needed. 
Herbert has a chance to be a small 
college Ail-American nominee. 
What are the chances of an 
undefeated season for the Toreros? 
According to Williams what they 
must do is avoid looking ahead. "We 
must take it one game at a time. I 
think we are emotionally mature 
enough to understand this. I said at 
training camp that they can be as 
good as they want to be." Against 
Occidental the game plan was to 
have a ball controlled offense to 
keep Oxy's powerful offense off the 
field. They did this by running off 89 
total offensive plays to Oxy's 66. 
USD averaged six yards every offen­
sive play. Defensively, the Toreros 
had to use multiple pass coverages 
and a blitzing defense to keep the 
Oxy offense off balance. This was 
achieved by the ten sacks and the 
eight rushed throws that was pro­
duced by a defensive line that was 
supposed to be inexperienced. But 
using what Williams called, "Every 
stunt known to mankind," the 
hungry Toreros dominated the line 
of scrimmage. Williams says that, 
"We are far better an offense (oppos­
ed to the previous years) and it 
shows. They are doing a great job 
and they keep the pressure off the 
offense. The defense has had better 
personnel but none that has played 
as a unit. And our special teams has 
dominated." 
When you ask the players about 
the turn about of this years team the 
reasons range from the coaches to 
the attitude. Gary Newberry, senior 
linebacker, says the coaching as 
been great. "The talent is the same, 
it's the coaching attitude that's 
changed. They're realizing that we're 
here because we like the game. They 
are making it more enjoyable. By 
game time we want to play." To 
Charlie Pillon, the senior defensive 
back, it's a new type of attitude. "We 
have a winning attitude on this team. 
We have a killer instinct and we 
know how to win. The verterans at­
titude has been better than it's ever 
been and our offense is more ex­
plosive." 
What lies ahead for the Toreros? 
Whittier College on Saturday. 
"Whittier will try to come straight at 
us," Williams says, "They'll be one 
of the top three teams we'll play on a 
hitting level. I expect an emotional 
type of football game." Williams 
forsees no letdown. "If we are 
prepared we can beat anobody." 
Whittier though, plays well at home 
and the Toreros have beaten them 
only once in the schools history, that 
being in 1979 in the final 38 
seconds. Hopefully the defense can 
come up with the big play as they 
have all season. The Toreros 
average eight turnovers a game. 
Williams feels that a successful 
team is one that has the kids that can 
interact well with each other and one 
that sets attainable goals. The USD 
football-student must be very 
organized. He enjoys seeing his 
team having success because they 
are mainly out there first to build 
character, then win games. "1 like 
seeing the kids having success," says 
Williams, "I'm glad they're winning 
but I'm even happier that they are 
getting a quality education." 
Williams hopes for a good crowd for 
USD's game against Whittier and the 
next four games — all at home 
(LaVerne, Azusa Pacific, USF, and 
Chapman.) Still, winning isn't 
everything to Williams and he has 
very modest goals for the future. "I 
have no illusions of stepping up." As 
of now, Coach Bill Williams likes it 
where he is. 
FROM THE SIDELINES 
As of Press date, USD is rank­
ed *8 in NCAA Division 3 foot­
ball. 
The game on Saturday is at Whit­
tier and is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. 
.... Linebacker Gary Newberry 
and cornerback Charlie Pillon are off 
t h e  i n j u r e d  l i s t  a n d  w i l l  p l a y  . . . .  
Rllon's younger brother, Tom, plays 
for Whittier. It is being called "The 
Civil War" .... Running back Joe 
Henry needs 300 more yards rush­
ing to break USD's all-time rushing 
record .... USD's QB's have 
thrown only two interceptions out of 
the 100 pass attempts . . . , 
Fullback Jim Smith has been lost for 
the season with a knee injury suf­
fered at Pomona. 
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To The Editor: 
This is in response to Mr. Wick-
liffe's article on the Equal Rights 
Amendment. 1 must totally disagree 
with him. The E.R.A. is needed 
becuase. as Mr. Wickliffe stated, 
45-51% of the work force is female. 
Even in 1981 inequality exists 
especially in the area of equal pay 
for equal work. Also, Mr. Wickliffe 
failed to mention that there are still 
state laws (in Louisiana, Alabama) 
that do not allow women to own 
property. Also, women are still 
denied credit in many areas if they 
are single or divorced. If women had 
to depend on men for equality, as 
Mr. Wickliffe implies, they would still 
not be able to vote. 
Mr. Wickliffe also made some er­
roneous facts about the E.R.A. Sec­
tion one states that "equality of rights 
. . shall not be denied or abridged 
... on account of sex." Nowhere 
does the proposed amendment state 
sexual preference or orientation. 
Homosexuality is sexual orientation 
not GENDER. The E R A. gives 
equality on the basis of sex — 
gender — male or female. 
Mr. Wickliffe implies that the 
E.R.A. forces women to work. The 
E.R.A. advocates equality for both 
sexes especially women who choose 
to work outside of the home. Let's 
face it, today many women choose 
to work because they have to, just to 
keep up with the economy. For ex­
ample, an average new home that a 
young couple want to buy now 
begins at $98,000.00. The E R A. 
does not take away support — Mr. 
Wickliffe fails to specify support — it 
is alimony? If so — does Mr. Wick­
liffe advocate divorce? 
Nowhere in the E.R.A. is abortion 
mentioned. Mr. Wickliffe, just as 
many of his (paranoid) conservative 
friends find in the proposed amend­
ment what is not there. Pro-abor-
tionists are for pro-choice. They do 
not view pregnancy as an 
"injustice." Mr. Wickliffe and his 
many Neo-Fascist Conservatives 
(personal opinion) are equivalent to 
Hitler — they deny freedom of 
choice and abridge the Bill of Rights 
to fit their own beliefs and fears. I 
presume Mr. Wickliffe is Christian — 
I would recommend that he and 
Jerry Falwell, Tim & Beverly 
LaHaye study the teachings of Jesus 
and see the equality and love that 
He taught. Examine the Gospel of 
Luke and see that Jesus taught 
equality of women, lepers, tax-
gatherers. Jesus, if he were alive to­
day, would be put to death by the 
"Christian" Moral Majority because 
of the inclusive views he espoused 
and the openness he showed to all 
people. 
I also take offense to Mr. 
Wickliffe's grouping homosexuals in 
the category of prostitutes and por-
nographers. I am a Gay male and I 
am neither of the above. Most Gays 
and Lesbians are hardworking, pro­
ductive, good people just as most 
heterosexual people are — the only 
difference is whom they are attracted 
to sexually. It is about time USD 
realized that there are hundreds of 
Gays and Lesbians here — whether 
students, professors, or religious — 
all functioning in a very productive 
manner. Whether or not the E.R.A. 
passes, Gay rights will continue to be 
defended by such groups as Gay 
Rights National Lobby, New Ways 
Ministry, and thousands of other 
progressive groups. 
So Mr. Wickliffe, you can hold 
you opinions just as I hold mine — 
but please learn the facts and tolerate 
others as individuals and do not try-
to force your opinions on others. 
Left unsigned for reasons of 




To The Editor, 
Dear Sir: 
Mr. Wickliffe's look at the ERA 
was a distortion of fact and logic. 
First of all, by making continual 
reference to which "side" he was on, 
Mr. Wickliffe destroyed his credabili-
ty as a journalist. Also, unfortunate 
for Mr. Wickliffe, was his obvious 
lack of information and research. 
This type of article could have dealt 
with a number of ways which could 
have served some useful basis for 
debate, but this article was filled with 
faulty logic bordering on yellow jour­
nalism. 
The ERA is supported by a wide 
spectrum of interests, personalities, 
people, and politicians. The ERA is 
not being financially backed by por-
nographers and it is not the least bit 
derivative from Ms. Friedan's quoted 
comment that what Mr. Wickcliffe 
alleges can be construed. She said 
that women are being published — 
that's all she said. NOW is vehe­
mently opposed to pornography. As 
the public will recall, who was the 
major group protesting the building 
of a Playboy Club in San Diego? 
NOW. The philosphy of feminists — 
men and women — is that porno­
graphy degrades all people. That is 
what the ERA is all aobut — uplifting 
people. 
By the way, Mr. Wickliffe, Ms. 
Friedan, who wrote The Feminine 
Mystique in 1962, is not the leader 
of the Pro-ERA drive. The leaders of 
the drive are women and men all 
across the United States — house­
wives, husbands, secretaries, 
lawyers, doctors, businesspeople, 
mechanics, teachers, nurses and 
sales clerks. They come together in a 
common cause. For every $1.00 a 
man makes at these same jobs, a 
woman makes 49'. The twenty four 
words of the ERA refer to equ&lity. 
Nowhere in those twenty four words 
is there mention of abortion, support 
of wives by husbands, loss of the 
family, or even unisex bathrooms. If 
women waited, as Mr. Reagan 
would have it, for the separate states 
to reverse every statute, one-by-one, 
with respect to equality, it would 
take 220 years, and the, women and 
men could not protect themselves 
from new legislation. California has 
the ERA in our constitution. How­
ever, men and women feel that by 
being complacent they are, in effect, 
condoning inequality in other states 
— like the practice of slavery before 
the Civil War and the practice of in­
tegration since, those who believe 
must sacrafice and speak out. 
Ms. LaHaye and Ms. Schlafly are 
indeed lucky women. They aren't 
home with their families as they 
would have all other women. They 
are travelling and writing and ap­
pearing on television. And the 
reason they are able to do this type 
of activity today is because of the 
women's movement — the very 
force they attack has made it conve­
nient for them. They epitomize the 
liberated women — able to make a 
choice. 
One more thing, Mr. Wickcliffe 
With disdain the article decries the 
fact the "women want to make 
homosexuals entitled to the same 
dignity and respect husbands and 
wives have." Maybe it is time to af­
ford dignity and respect to people 
because they are people; after all, 
there but for the grace of God go 
you or I. Whenever I think of the 
ERA; whenever I look into the face 
of someone different from myself, I 
am reminded of the words of Mother 
Theresa — "1 see Christ in every per­
son." After that, there is really no 
need to speak. 
Nancy Ash worth Cunningham 
Senior 
P.S. There was much more I wanted 
to say! There are two sides to this 
issue and Mr. Wickcliffe didn't even 





To: Spanky of the New Little 
Rascals, 
Spankypoo, where do you get off 
condemning a man for his opinion to 
an open-ended school affiliated 
question. Did the Good Lord die to 
make you our new judge? And is this 
why there is no reason for Tom to 
apologize to you? We have been 
here for four years and we are also 
tired of this mass disorder otherwise 
know as U$D. Thomas Nikral is ob­
viously a man of great insight, Tom, 
you own nobody an apology, espec­
ially "the little guy at the TGs." (The 
Guid). Everyone has the right to 
their own opinion, and we happen 
to agree with Tom's. Spanky, we 
have not transferred because trans­
ferring does not solve the problem. 
We have tried going through the 
proper channels and received zero 
action. We have tried revolutionary 
methods (flying dryers, mass 
destruction) which led to the revok­
ing of the TGs for a semester. We 
are trying to escape this reality called 
U$D with alcohol and drugs that 
they have threatened to suspend us. 
Must we now become conformists by 
following the trend and conceding to 
the absurb policies of this institution) 
(Does anybody have any used alliga­
tor shirts for sale?) 
We are tired of suffering from the 
growth of U$D at our expense. This 
parasital institution brought us here 
on false pretenses, (i.e., small 
classes, individualized attention, 
university?) obviously proper chan­
nels, rebellion, and burning does no 
good. So why can't you let a young 
man satisfy his frustrations by ex­
pressing and owning up to his opi­
nions. (Spanky, some day you may 
be mature enough to reveal your 
identity.) 
In true burny loyalty, 
Dave Laddusaw, Gary Newberry 
Upon mutual consent of the Burns 





It is apparent from the cover story 
of last week's Vista that the only 
thing done concerning our parking 
problem in the valley for resident 
students has been nothing but words 
to appease anxious students. If any­
one read the article on parking with 
an ounce of concern, they u>ould 
have picked up on a contradiction of 
terms. In the beginning of the article 
it is stated that there is not sufficient 
lighting near the Field House parking 
area for safety. Now if you continue 
on to the remarks about what we 
resident students can do at the end 
of the article, you will read that it is 
OK to park at the Field House as it is 
adequately lit. Are we considered to 
be morons.? 
In the beginning of this semester I 
was told by my resident assistant that 
it was not very safe to job after 10 
p.m., even if I ran with a friend. 
What does this say if I choose to 
come home at midnight alone and 
have no choice but to park at the 
Field House parking lot? 
One item I feel should be brought 
to the students attention is that of 
harrassment of female students by 
two males during the week proceed­
ing the start of orientation week. In­
cidents of this nature were frequent 
in the area from the Sports Center 
down to the housing complex in the 
valley. 
EDITORIAL 
Who's Really Listening . . 
by Robert Madden 
With all that is being said about drinking on campus, I often tend to 
wonder who's listening. The current programs at USD promoting alcohol 
awareness are the ADE Alliance and the more recently formed group, 
Bacchus. Now, as the activities of these groups increase, it seems that the 
problems they are attempting to solve have increased also Before 1 pro­
ceed, I would like to make it clear that 1 am not against the presence and 
purpose of these groups, but am merely trying to place their effectiveness 
in perspective with the growing conflicts on campus. 
Two weeks ago, the VISTA published new TG1F guidelines in respect 
to parking and lines. Administration hailed the event as being one of the 
best and that the new proposals worked well. The safety hazards due to 
the use of Sports Center parking lot were practically eliminated. Consider­
ing the crowd, some 1200 strong, the lines and sales of cups went 
smoothly. The new regulations obviously had a strong, positive effect. 
The negative effects though, were seen off campus, and these, unfor­
tunately, required the attention of the San Diego Police Department. The 
most prominent occured on Friars Road, where a man and a woman, 
both from USD, were caught in fistcuffs. A resident called the Police, who 
ended the fight. The police though, smelled alcohol on them and traced 
their drinking back to the TG. This was one of only several off-campus in­
cidents that Friday, but it was enough to make SDPD investigate the 
drinking at the Sports Center. At that time, the possibility of alerting the 
Alcohol and Beverage Commission was discussed. 
Should the ABC arrive at tomorrow's TG, it could lead to the abolish­
ment of TGs and arrests. Legally, the ABC could arrest AS officers, and 
high administrative officials. It is well within the power of the ABC to do 
this in accordance with the California State drinking laws. They have 
already been applying pressure at San Diego State University, especially 
on Fraternity row. 
Other drinking incidents independent of the TGs included a 502, drink­
ing under the influence of alcohol, drinking at the football games, and 
several social events which took place last year which resulted in several 
accidents and fines to AS officers. 
The whole point behind the ADE Alliance and Bacchus organization is 
to help to solve these problems. These groups do not advocate that drink­
ing is evil, or that drinking will corrupt everyone. They are simply trying to 
educate people about its abuse and the safety hazards which can result. 
The fact that ADE and Bacchus are on campus is a sign that the Ad­
ministration is concerned about abuse among students, and that they still 
allow the TGs is evidence that they believe students are responsible. 
The USD chapter of Bacchus just began this semester. Numerous col­
leges and universities throughout 35 states have chapters. One of the 
strengths of this program is that it provides alternatives to drinking. The 
ADE Alliance on the other hand, is primarily designed to educate. It is 
hopuful that the two groups will serve to complement each other. This 
would serve to make the other's program that much stronger. 
These advocate groups already have one strike against themselves 
though. The drinking policy prohibits alcohol on campus. Under any 
situation, if something is prohibited, whether it be alcohol, drugs, or even 
a book, its use will always be widespread. I respect these groups though, 
since they are trying to control and not abolish alcohol. But it seems they 
are only teaching those who believe in their cause and not the few who 
may truly need it. 1 am taking no stance for or against drinking. I am only 
posing the question of how effective the alcohol programs on campus tru­
ly are. 
In regards to the TGs, I do believe they serve as in indicator to campus 
drinking habits. 1 also believe it would be disastrous if they were ever stop­
ped. Unfortunately, if there continues to be incidents following the event 
off-campus, it could happen. For those who may have trouble drinking, I 
sincerely hope they are not the means for the end, and that groups such 
as ADE and Bacchus will be able to reach them. 
Now, at close to $8,000 a year for 
resident students and an additional 
$20 for a parking permit, am I to 
believe that the school cannot afford 
to put up not just adequate light in 
the parking areas but good lighting? 
Would it also be too much to request 
a security guard to patrol on foot be­
tween the house of 10 p.m. and 
midnight during the week and 10 
p.m. to 3 a.m. on weekends? How 
can a security guard hear me scream 
for help when he is in his car with his 
windows rolled up? If you are walk­
ing on the right side of the Bahia 
complex (facing front) you should 
carry a flash light as there is no light 
between the Bahia complex and the 
Seminary building. Am I to believe 
that because I am close to the sancti­
ty of the seminary that I am safe? Try 
to reassure me of that and I'll tell you 
about the shooting of the Pope!!!! 
Sincerely, 




As a junior here at USD, I recently 
experienced my first TORERO foot­
ball game. As a newcomer to these 
sporting events, I took note of one 
very curious tradition — or so it 
seems to be becoming one. The cus­
tom of which I speak is the spontan­
eous cheer of. . . "Bullshit, Bullshit 
..." when an official makes a 
questionable call. Now I know a 
TORERO is a bull fighter, but still, I 
fail to see the connection. I know the 
chant is not an expression of school 
spirit, as bullshit is one of the more 
common substances known to man­
kind. At any rate, why whould we 
point out our abundance of it here?! I 
would think that we might be able to 
find more appropriate things that we 
would want visitors to remember our 
University by. 
I know this won't make much 
sense to many, yet people should 
remember a lot of personality com­
position is revealed in what we say. 
Sincerely, 




Letter to the Editor, 
I would like to thank all the people 
who supported Circle K's showing of 
"Kramer vs Kramer" this past 
weekend. I would especially like to 
thank Circle K members Diane Dun-
woodie, Sharon Cook, Rosemary 
Boatright, Marianne Artho, Carol 
Pereira, Ellen Evers, and Kim Hines, 
the representative from the film 
forum. Also I'd like to thank Denise 
Bailey, Dan Smith, Dave Marino, 
Ken Jeras, and the projectionists for 
all their patience and help. 
To those who attended Saturday 
night's showing, I am sorry for the 
delay in starting the movie. But it 




Circle K President 
I 
MX: Military Xenophobia 
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by Sandy Sanderson 
President Reagan last Friday an­
nounced the deployment of one-
hundred each of the MX missile and 
B-l bomber This comes as a result 
of more than $1 trillion targeted for 
defense outlays through 1984 This 
years' budget, which took effect last 
Thursday, prescribes spending $222 
billion for defense 
These preliminary measures, de­
ployment of the MX and B-l. are 
part of a $180 billion "moderniza­
tion" package for our nuclear 
arsenal. At a news conference. 
Reagan introduced the armaments 
by saying that they will ensure 
"America's ability to keep the peace 
well into the next century." The 
overall aim of the program, how­
ever. to close a perceived "window 
of vulnerability." will not be placated 
by the procurement of these 
weapons' systems. 
The President intends to retire 
many of the Titan missiles and 
B-52D bombers before they can be 
replaced by the MX and B-1 respec­
tively. This will widen further the gap 
many American military strategists 
view as one in which U.S. nuclear 
forces might appear so vulnerable 
that the Soviet Union may decide to 
unleash a first strike. Reagan also left 
unresolved the question of a perma­
nent basing system for the MX until 
1984 
The current plan is to harden fifty-
four of the silos presently housing 
Titan missiles and forty-six contain­
ing Minuteman HI missiles to ac­
comodate full deployment of the 
one-hundred MX missiles. But Air 
Force studies reveal grave concerns 
about any such hardening of those 
silos. 
Experiments with granite and con­
crete have thus far failed to yield a 
silo that is "super-hard." Many con­
gressmen from both parties question 
the logic of placing the MX. a more 
lucrative target, in a sib that is 
already so vulnerable to attack, as 
the Administration contends: what is 
to gained by placing an updated mis-
sile in an out-moded sib? 
Administration officials counter 
that each MX has ten warheads as 
opposed to the one carried by a 
Titan missile. The Soviets, they also 
contend, can theoretically knock-out 
90% of our land based ICBM's 
(Inter-Continental Balistic Missiles) 
If nothing else, deploying the MX 
will enhance our bargaining power 
vis-a-vis the Soviets. What the Ad­
ministration does not concede is that 
only 30% of our nuclear arsenal 
consists of land based missiles 
Nuclear strategy in the U.S. is 
coordinated through the Triad: a 
concept consisting of equivalent 
amounts of land based, sea based, 
and airborne missile systems. The 
Soviets, according to U.S. intelli­
gence. maintain nearly 75% of their, 
nuclear arsenal in a land based 
mode. 
Hence, the Administration, in jus­
tifying the necessity of enhancing 
our contingent of 1054 land based 
missiles — roughly one missile every 
three miles covering a distance 
stretching between Los Angeles and 
the Atlantic coast of Maine, is 
misleading the public. 
In asserting that Soviet land based 
ICBMs could virtually devastate the 
U.S. contingent of similarly deploy­
ed missiles. Reagan omits the fact 
that in these assessments 75% of 
their nuclear arsenal is necessary to 
eliminate 30% of ours. Under these 
circumstances, the Soviets, despite 
elaborate civil defense systems, 
could never survive a retaliatory at­
tack, or second strike. 
Eugene Victor Rostow, Director of 
JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Interested in earning some extra 
money? The Student Employment 
Center, located in Serra Hall Room 
320, has many current part time job 
openings. These available openings 
are posted on the job board located 
right outside our office. Stop by and 
let us assist you in finding a job that 
interests you and that fits into your 
schedule. Our hours are Mon. 
through Fri. from 8:30 to 5 p.m. A 
few of our current openings are 
listed below. 
2101 CASHIER — Local Seaport 
village shop has 2 openings for a 
cashier. Applicant must be reliable 
and self motivated. Two available 
shifts — Tues. 3:30 to 9 p.m.. and 
Sat. and Sun. from 6 to 10 p.m. or 
Fri. 3:30 to 10 p.m. and Sat from 4 
to 10 p.m. $3.50/hr. 
530 OFFICE WORKER - Involves 
general office work, light filing and 
phones Prefer someone who has 
light typing ability and neat hand 
writing Near USD. Flexible days. 20 
to 30 hours, between 8 a.m. and 5 
p.m. $3.35/hr. 
2103 PART-TIME SALES AND 
STOCK WORK — Position involves 
sales of ladies shoes, stockwork, 
fashion coordinating, bookwork, 
working with displays and customer 
service. Applicant must be a business 
or an accounting major. Schedule is 
flexible. 25 hrs./wk. Rate of pay is 
$3.35/hr. or 6% commission de­
pending on which is greater. 
2160 SALES CLERK - Would be 
selling pipes, tobacco and menswear 
at a local Fashion Valley store. Sales 
experience is preferred. Hours are 
eves. 5 to 9 p.m., and weekends 
$3.35/hr. 
1805 TUTOR — Tutor needed in 
physical chemistry or biochemistry. 
Must be experienced in either of 
these two areas. The location is flexi­































the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency, is disputed by his predeces­
sor during the Carter Administra­
tion. Paul Culliton Wamke. on the 
likelihood of a Soviet first strike or 
limited nuclear exchange against the 
United States 
In an interview appearing in last 
week's Los Angeles Times. Warnke 
assuredly states: "No matter how 
ideological they (the Soviets) are. 
they are not crazy And they 
have a very healthy respect for 
nuclear weapons, and a far 
greater appreciation than any 
American of the ravages that even 
conventional war can inflict upon a 
country." 
Warnke also seeks to clarify the 
issue of asymmetrical nuclear 
arsenals: ". . . if we compare 
100% against 100%. we (the U.S.) 
have the better forces and . . . the 
more survivable forces. " 
Yet Rostow and others within the 
Administration argue that we are ap­
proaching the time when nuclear 
blackmail will become reality: that 
the Kremlin will one day place a call 
to the White House demanding a 
U.S. surrender to totalitarian 
domination. 
In a similar interview with the 
Times. Rostow maintains that asym­
metries exist: . . we've now gone 
through ten years in which we didn't 
race, and things have just gotten 
worse, and our political situation, 





by John Brandt 
The results of the 1980 election 
show that the traditional Democratic 
voting blocks shifted to the Republi­
cans. Catholics, union members, 
and white-collar workers once again 
voted for a drastic change in govern­
mental leadership. This was partly 
due to the weak and ineffective 
leadership of the Carter Administra­
tion. and partly due to the conser­
vative ideas espoused by President 
Reagan. The promise of a strong 
defense, proposed anti-abortion am-
mendments, and a tuition tax credit 
plan, (which Carter helped to 
defeat) appealed directly to the 
Catholic bloc: but in general. Presi­
dent Reagan became the symbol of a 
strong family oriented America. He 
dispelled the "liberal notion" that 
America is in delcine. and assured 
the people that the United States is 
and will remain the greatest nation 
on earth. 
Gallop Polls since January show 
that President Reagan has a 55% 
approval rating among Catholics, as 
well as widespread support through­
out the country. The trend of 
Democratic desertion which was 
stalled by the "hyperbole" of 
Watergate, is now back on track. 
Therefore, this election should 
serve as a warning to any blind 
liberal who dares to seek public of­
fice; America will not tolerate 
weakness or cynicism from their 
elected officials. If a leader should 
appear who does not ring forth the 
greatness of our country, indeed, 




All persons who 
believe in a  s trong 
America are urged to 
join The College 
Republican's  Club.  
Meetings are held on 
Tuesday evenings at  
8:00 in room 205 of 




by Jeff Wickliffe 
EGYPT — Egyptian President, Anwar Sadat, was assassinated Tuesday 
while viewing a military parade. The Vice-President has declared a one-
year state of emergency nationwide The effect his death will have on the 
world still cannot be measured. 
DENVER — Interior Secretary James Watt says that the nation's so-called 
energy crisis is due to mismanagement by certain politicians and not to 
any lack of energy resources. Watt said that "we have not had an energy 
crisis; we have had a crisis in government in not managing these lands for 
Americans." Watt contends that we should approach our lands as 
stewards and conservationists; because he believes our wealth comes 
from the land. The Secretary promises that Americn's energy-rich lands 
"will be managed for American and Americans both now and into the 
future. We have a commitment to ourselves. We have a commitment to 
future generations." 
WASHINGTON — President Reagan formally nominated Dr. C. Everett 
Koop to be Surgeon General of the U.S. after two laws were changed to 
make possible the appointment of the pediatric surgeon and abortion foe. 
Koop. 64. has been Deputy Assistant Secretary of Health in the Depart­
ment of Health and Human Services since April, but could not be officially 
nominated to the Surgeon General's post until waivers had been obtained 
on the job's age limit and its requirements of Public Health Service ex­
perience. Confirmation hearingsare scheduled to be held early this month 
and opposition is expected from pro-abortion groups. 
WASHINGTON — House Democratic leader Jim Wright (Tex.) an­
nounced that the party will not discipline members who voted for Presi­
dent Reagan's budget and tax plans, but warns them that future defections 
might cost them key committee posts or chairmanships. Reporting on the 
result of a party caucus. Wright says that there will be amnesty for the 50 
or so Democrats who backed Reagan; that such defections in the future 
could cost them prized assignments; that Democrats will be graded on cer­
tain key policy issues and "those who hope to be rewarded by the caucus 
can expect to have their votes scrutinized:" and. that even on those key 
votes, a distinction is to drawn between "occasional aberrations on the 
basis of conscience, conviction, or constituency and a pattern of consis­
tent conniving with the opposition." 
WASHINGTON — The Federal Communicatins Commission voted to 
ask congress to abolish the "fairness doctrine" and "equal-time" provi­
sions on the Communications Act of 1934. "Today we strike a blow in the 
cause of freedom." says FCC Chairman Mark Fowler. "The Constitution 
s p e c i f i c a l l y  c h o s e  t h e  p r e s s  t o  i m p r o v e  o u r  s o c i e t y  a n d  k e e p  i t  f r e e  . 1  
would rather have the editor make these choices than the government." 
He says that "the scarcity-of-media-access argument is a bankrupt one. It 
is about time that media got the same rights to select material as 
newspapers, book publishers, and others." The fairness doctrine requires 
broadcasters "to afford reasonable opportunity for the discussion of con­
flicting views on issues of public importance." The equal-time provision 
states that if a broadcaster allows "any person who is a legally qualified 
candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting station, he shall af­
ford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office." 
NATION — What is "capitalism?" Where was the term coined? Who 
brought it into our vocabulary? And why was it used? In his article on 
"Capitalism" Clarence B. Carson states that the term capitalism was deriv­
ed by the late Ludwig von Mises. In Mises' work on socialism, 
" 'Capitalism' and 'Capitalistic Production . . . were invented by 
socialists, not to'extend knowledge, but to carp, to criticize, to condemn." 
He pointed out that the meaning of the terms was "obscure and am­
biguous." that "Their use. therefore, is entirely pernicious," and that the 
proposal to exclude them from economic terminology "deserves serious 
consideration." The probelm with some words in our vocabulary is that 
such words as capitalism have been prostituted over the years. Mr. Car­
son says the term capitalism is ambiguous unless its framework is defined. 
It is sometimes possible to contrive a word or use slang words in more 
precise ways so as to assign new meanings or intended meanings. The 
term is formed from the word "capital." which has a precise meaning. 
Capital is one of the prime elements in all but the most rudimentary and 
haphazard production of goods. The other prime elements of production 
are land and labor. Capital is that accumulated wealth employed in the ef­
fort to produce more wealth. If we used the word any other way we would 
be doing so in defiance of its established meaning; it would only create 
confusion. Finally, Mr. Carson says that by his understanding "the free 
market theory is neither capitalist, laborist, nor land is'. It recognizes the 
vital and essential role of all the elements of production. It claims that the 
position of each of these, and the prices they will bring, should be deter­
mined in the market by individuals and owners. It is a contradiction of the 
free market for government to give special or particular advantages for 
capital to enable it to control land and labor, they must to that extent be 
opponents of free enterprise, the free market, and even private property, 
in their full and complete meaning. Instead, such capitalists are in favor of 
a priveleged position for accumulated wealth." 
A Semester At Oxford 
The University of San Diego offers 
its own students and students from 
other institutions, the opportunity to 
spend one or two semesters in Ox­
ford, England. They may choose to 
enroll at St. Clare's Hall where 
courses range from Economics to 
Theatre. Alternatively, the CentTe 
for Medieval and Renaissance Stu­
dies provides instruction in seven 
main areas from Religious Studies to 
Art and Music. 
St. Clare's Hall and the Centre are 
independent, educational institu­
tions. Though not enrolled in Oxford 
University itself, students will have 
access to its lectures and the diverse 
social and cultural activities of the 
city. 
The standards required of a stu­
dent wishing to participate in this 
program are an overall B average, 
emotional maturity, and a genuine 
interest in learning. Between 12 and 
15 credits may be earned each se­
mester from either institution. These 
are fully transferable back to USD. 
Students may elect to fullfil G.E. re­
quirements or obtain credits towards 
their major. 
Applications for Spring Semester, 
1982, must be in England by Nov. 
1, 1981, so if you are interested, act 
now! Dr. Gary Macy (de Sales 
290A), Dr. Joanne Dempsey 
(Camino 154), or Dr. Clare Frud-
man (Serra 207) have handouts 
detailing costs and available courses. 
They are ready to advise you on all 
aspects of this exciting opportunity. 
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Campus Notes 
Bacchus a newly established chapter on campus, will be holding a 
membership meeting on Friday, Oct. 9, at 1:00 p.m. at the Mission 
Crossroads The University's chapter, which is part of a national organiza­
tion, is interested in promoting the responsible use of alcohol both on and 
off campus if interested please attend. 
Western Weekend starting with an Outlaw T.G. at the Sports Center 
from 3-5 And now showing in Camino Theater at 7 p m., "Blazing Sad­
dles" presented by ASB Film Forum. ASB/AKPsi is sponsoring a dance 
in the Lark at 9 p.m. $1.50 admits you to both the movie and the dance. 
Toreros versus Whittier College at Whittier Kick-off time is at 7 30 p m 
A Very Special Event: in Camino Theater, it's John Klemmer Begin­
ning at 8p.m. Tickets are on sale now at the Bookstore Box Office $5 
USD student and $8 public admission. 
State Department representative. Mr. Louis Curtis will be on campus 
Monday. October 12. to speak to students interested in the Foreign Ser­
vice. He will be in Serra 304 at 10:15 and 2:15. 
Noontime Concert Series continues with performances each 
Wednesday at 12:15 p.m. in the French Parlor, Founders Hall. There is 
no admission charge. On October 14, David Hannasch, baritone, and 
Marilyn Stevens, pianist will be featured. 
The San Diego Symphony needs volunteers to help with the COMBO 
Auction. For more information, call Lewis Klein at 296-8701 or USD 
Public Relations at 291-6480 ext. 4296. 
The Law School branch of Phi Alpha Delta is starting a pre law frater 
nity for all those interested. This organization is open to all undergrads, 
both men and women, who are considering law as a profession or would 
like to know more about it. If interested in finding out more, please attend 
the meeting which will be held Thursday, October 15, at 12:15 in the Law 
School Court Room, third floor 
BSU presents a concert at noon, Wed Oct 14. in the Lark starting 
at 11:15. There is no admission charge 
Don't Miss the Bus U S D. Theatre Production presents the ac­
claimed romantic comedy Bus Stop next Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
at 8:00 p.m. as well as a 2:00 p.m matinee on Sunday. (October 15, 16. 
17 and 18) Tickets will be sold at the door: $2.00 U S D students, $4.00 
general admission and $3.00 seniors. 
Do you doubt, (especially around mid-terms), that there is any mean­
ing in life? Doubt away at the Philosophy club next Thursday. October 15 
at 11:30 a.m., C 15. Everybody welcomed, all doubts honored. 
Philosophy Club 
Resurrected 
by Carl J. Luna 
After a brief sojourn in the realm 
of non-existance, the U S D. Philo­
sophy Club has returned to the 
world of the living. Plagued by 
several years of apathetical student 
involvement and marginal faculty 
support the fortunes of the club now 
seem on the upswing. "I'm very en­
thusiastic about the possibilities for 
improving the club this year." said 
club advisor Dr. Mike Wagner. "In 
past years the club has been seen 
largely as a meeting place for philo­
sophy majors; this year we're trying 
to get away from that. We want to 
make the club an open forum for all 
students to air their views and opi­
nions on whatever interests them. 
We want to give the students a place 
where they can think and share their 
thoughts with others." 
Student enthusiasm, as well as 
membership, is on the upswing from 
last year "Most people have a nega­
tive view of anything to do with phil­
osophy.'' commented one club 
member "They immediately think of 
Logic 25, in other words BORING. 
But it isn't. Philosophy is really 
anything you think about and relate 
to your life. The members of the club 
are just students who like a chance 
to shoot the (bull) around, and 
maybe learn something." 
"We're trying to get away from the 
stogy image of philosophy," added 
another student, "to get back to the 
social element like the Vienna Cof­
fee Houses at the turn of the century 
. . . talk, drink and fun. There is 
more to academia than books and 
classrooms A lot of profound think­
ing can be done over a good brew " 
Club activities tentatively planned 
this semester include monthly dis­
cussion night at off campus facilities 
such as O'Hungrys as well as bi­
weekly meetings, a possible faculty 
debate and open forum discussions. 
All students and faculty from all 
departments are invited to join. 
"We're hoping to bring as many 
non-phiJosophy people in as possi­
ble," said Dr. Wagner. "Anyone in­
terested in joining should just leave a 
note at my office or give me a call 
(U S D ext. ????). "The Philosophy 
Club meets bimonthly. Its next 
scheduled meeting is for Thursday. 
October 15 at 11:30 a.m. in C 15. 
Cheers! 
COUNSELING REFERRAL SERVICE 
An association of established licensed Psychiatrists. Psy 










Couples It Family 
Call tor Information and referral 
296-6686 
Student rates available 
PACIFIC STEREO REWARD 
• Do you like music? 
• Are you gregarious? 
• Do you usually get what you want? 
• Are you a good student? 
If you answered yes to all of the above questions you may 
qualify for a rewarding part-time position with our pro sales 
force. Interviews will be held on Fri at 2 PM at the Rosecrans 





by Gina Arcaro 
A new course has been added to 
the Nursing School's curriculum to 
benefit both the USD community 
and the students within the Hahn 
Pavillion. The class is listed as NU 
130, but the name that will hopefully 
be recognized around the campus is 
Health Mentors 
Joan Ba.dwin and Patty Pierson 
were the original planners of the 
course that combines benefits to the 
campus as well as a learning ex­
perience for the nurses involved 
All the students enrolled in the 
course must be registered nurses 
These nurses have clients from the 
USD student body and faculty that 
have voluntarily signed-up. 
The core of the program is to 
generally promote good health and 
awareness. "Most nurses have been 
trained in accute case situations, 
such as hospitals, and do not have 
much exposure to wellness as op­
posed to illness." said Pierson. 
The volunteers are assigned to a 
health mentor of their own. The 
mentor assesses the level of health of 
her subject and works out a plan to 
either maintain or improve the 
client's well-being. "We are aiming 
for total person care, from weight 
control and diet needs to learning to 
reduce stress and handle relation­
ships. A "holistic" approach, en­
couraging sound mind and body 
said Baldwin. 
All of the nurses have worked 
before, a prerequisite for the class. 
"The client/mentor relationship will 
be a professional and confidential 
one." said Baldwin. "If difficulties 
arise, as in a serious health disorder, 
we will refer the patient to the ap­
propriate health service." 
This is a pilot project which has 
had a positive reception so far. "We 
see it as a good way for USD to 
become more aware of what is 
available to them, and the Nursiang 
School to help upgrade the general 
health of the USD community ." said 
Pierson. 
New Frosh Senator John Napoleon 
Napoleon's new colleague, Johnna Matranga 
Senators Sponsor Tutoring 
The beginning of another year at 
U S D ! It seemed that the summer 
flew by, leaving only fond memories 
of those days with no academic 
responsibilities to contend with. We 
were in paradise for three months, 
but the thought was always there, 
"How am I going to pass Bio 120 
and Chem 110 at the same time?" 
We. as senators proposed that same 
question to ourselves, and the result 
has been the largest Senatorial 
Budget in the history of U S D. 
From this large sum of money, 
$1,160 is being put into a tutoring 
program being set up by the senators 
and there will be no charge to 
students The areas covered will be 
Biology. Chemistry, the Social 
Sciences. French, Italian, Physics 
and Business Administration. This, 
we feel, will complement the Ac­
counting. Math, and Spanish de­
partments which already offer tutor­
ing at no charge. 
Each class has two senators to 
represent them at the senate 
meetings every Thursday at 11:15 in 
D.S. 209 and each of us spends ap­
proximately four hours per week in 
our office and is there for you. 
Please feel free to come down and 
tell us what you want! There will be a 
questionaire in the near future, but 
personal contact is your best bet at 
getting what you want. Our offices 
are located in the Student Union and 
we occupy the old sign shop. Again, 
stop by and tell us what bugs you. 
Thanks. 
Bob Call, Senior Senator 
Rick Howard, Senior Senator 
"Seniors, Please note. Do not forget 
to call Clairmont Photo for your 
Senior portrait appointment. The 
deadline is approaching fast. Oc­
tober 17. Also, don't forget your 
graduation petitions are due for May 
graduation on November 1. If you 
don't turn them in. you will not 
graduate. 
LAW SCHOOL APPLICANTS 
FREE LS4T SEMINAR 
OCTOBER 14,1981 7-9,30 P.M. 
A special seminar is being held to assist those pre­
paring to take the Law School Admission Test. This 
hree LSAT Seminar is being conducted by the authors 
of the well-known best seller, "Barrons New Guide to 
the Law School Admissions Test" 
To reserve your place, call Roger Lesnak at (714) 
231-0300 or mail coupon to: 
Western State University 1 1333 Front street 
College Or Law I San Diego, Ca.92101 
WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE Of LAW ts fuHy accredited by the State Bar of California 
and the Western Association of Schools and Cotteges 
Please reserve my place in . 





Western State University 
College of Law 
1333 Front Sheer 1 
San Diego, Ca. 92101 
Attn, Roger Lesnak SHILJ 
Beware Of 
Alcohol 
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by Yolanda Lewis 
In response to a growing concern 
about the irresponsible drinking 
behavior of many college students, 
an organization at USD called the 
ADE Alliance (Alcohol & Drug 
Education Alliance) sponsored a 
day-long workshop on September 
18th entitled "Realities in Alcohol 
Education in Institutes of Higher 
Learning." The workshop, which 
was very well received, was attended 
by representatives from schools all 
over Southern California — in­
cluding the University of California 
at Santa Barbara, UCR. Loyola-
Marymount (which sent its Housing 
Director), and San Diego State 
University — and schools in 
Arizona. While the main purpose of 
the workshop was to reaffirm con­
cerns about irresponsible drinking by 
college students and the effects of 
this kind of drinking, it was also a 
chance for educators from different 
schools to get to know one another 
and open lines of communication 
about information they may possess. 
The featured speaker was Dr. 
Gerardo J. Gonzalez, a professor at 
the University of Florida (UOF) in 
Gainesville. Dr. Gonzales was the 
founder and is the president of BAC­
CHUS — Boosting Alcohol Con­
sciousness Concerning the Health of 
University Students. BACCHUS is a 
student-run organizaiton which 
stresses moderate drinking and 
responsible hosting of parties. 
Students make decisions concerning 
what will and won't be presented to 
other students by providing a referral 
service. For example, few students 
are interested in or scared by the fact 
that cosumption of alcohol does in­
deed kill brain cells, of the fact that 
alcohol is just as physiologically ad­
dicting as heroin. Students are in­
terested in knowing that their drink­
ing patterns can affect their relation­
ships with their peers, families, and 
boyfriends and girlfriends; and their 
encounters with figures of authority. 
They are interested in knowing that 
drunkenness and drunken behavior 
is not as tolerated by others as they 
used to be. And they are interested 
in knowing how to give parties 
without using alcohol as a lure and 
still be assured of having a successful 
party. The Referral Service that 
BACCHUS provides gives pertinent 
information about alcohol to 
students, and helps them to know 
who to go to and where to go if they 
need help. 
Dr. Gonzalez spoke of the great 
success of the BACCHUS chapter at 
UOF — there are many chapters all 
over the country, including an in-
the-planning stages chapter here at 
USD — because of it being run by 
students, who have more influence 
over their peers than any other 
group of people. He stressed the im­
portance of getting as many students 
as possible interested in alcohol (and 
other drugs, since alcohol is a drug) 
education organizaitons. 
After Dr. Gonzalez' talk, the 
members of the workshop broke up 
into small groups to discuss what 
they had learned, to share their ex­
periences. and to present new ideas 
One idea that was very well received 
was Loyola-Marymount's was of 
allowing alcohol on campus while 
still complying with California State 
Laws. Loyola allows alcohol at 
"private/closed functions only. A 
private/closed function is one which 
takes place in a individual's apart­
ment or an event which takes place 
in a university facility and includes 
no more than 100 inuited guests." 
There are very strict rules governing 
the use of alcohol at events, in­
cluding the rules that no admission 
can be charged for an event at which 
alcohol is served, no advertising 
about serving alcohol is allowed, 
non-alcoholic beverages and food 
also must be served, the amount of 
alcohol at the function must be pro­
portionate to the amount of people 
at the event, and no alcohol can be 
served during the last hour of the 
function. The point of a function like 
this is that while alcohol is allowed, it 
is controlled and is not made to be 
the most important part of the func­
tion. 
At the end of the workshop, the 
people there expressed gratitude at 
being able to participate in a con­
ference such as this, and hoped that 
others would be sponsored in the 
near future. Less than a week later, 
On September 22nd, FBS present­
ed a TV show called "College and 
Alcohol: What is Responsible Drink­
ing?" which focused on the drinking 
atmosphere at San Diego State. Not 
much in the way of new information 
was offered, except that more and 
more students are forsaking peer 
pressure and refusing drinks when 
they don't want them. 
Our last TG, the Bacchus TG, was 
the latest in USD's attempt to pro­
mote reponsible and safe drinking. 
Food and non-alcoholic beverages 
were served, no driving to or from 
the TG was allowed, and stricter 
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PIZZA - FISHETTE - SANDWICHES 
4104 Ashton Street and Morena Blvd. 
San Diego, CA Tel: 275-0321 
OPEN DAILY • 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
FOOD TO GO 
ALL OUR FOOD IS PREPARED BY 
EXPERIENCED PERSONS 
DAILY FRESH BREAD & PRODUCE 
10% Discount to USD Students 
FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4,00 p.m. 
WITH A RADIUS OF 3 MILES AND A MINIMUM ORDER 
Grec Named 
Resident Director 
by Carol Damon 
Jean Grec has been added to the 
University's housing department as 
the Resident Director of the San 
Dimas Missions, Phase B 
The job entails supervising eight 
Resident Assistants who are in turn 
responsible for nearly 350 students. 
However, Ms. Grec wants her role in 
the USD community to be more 
than that of a den mother. 
Projects which she would like to 
initiate stress student involvement. 
During her second year of graduate 
studies at Colorado State, Ms. Grec 
worked on Educational programs in 
the housing department. These in­
cluded Focus Topic Weeks, which 
concentrated on various aspects of 
society as a whole. One such week 
was dedicated towards the National 
Election. Each of the ten residence 
halls had a forum on a different 
issue, such as the Moral Majority or 
the Young Republicans. The meet­
ings were open to the student body 
with speakers from the outside com­
munity as well as form within. 
Ms. Grec hopes to begin a similar 
program at USD. The first topic will 
be related towards health and re­
sponsibility of wellness. The larger 
gatherings will be held at the Mission 
Crossroads with the possibility of 
having speakers come to individual 
floors, thus creating a smaller arena 
for discussion. " .We have to incor­
porate the living experience into the 
learning experience. The objectives 
of the University must be met." com­
ments Ms. Grec. The series will take 
place in Mid-October. 
The participation of the students 
within the campus community is an 
integral element of college life. 
Students must exhibit an interest in 
what happens to the school as well 
as themselves. Vandelism of the 
Phase B Missions lounges has al­
ready presented itself in one short 
month. A television in one of the 
lounges was ripped out and found 
on a stairwell. Furniture is missing 
and holes are being put in the walls. 
"These buildings are new and they 
have to last for awhile. Many of 
these items won't be replaced once 
they are gone." said Ms. Grec. 
A responsible attitude towards the 
use of alcohol is another area which 
Ms. Grec feels strongly about. At 
Colorado, many of the activities, 
such as dances, included beer. This 
poses the strongest contrast between 
the two schools, since USD policy 
forbids alcohol on the premises. 
Erwin Joins 
English Department 
by Agatha Pontes 
Professor Erwin, a new faculty 
member in the English Department 
joined us this semester from the 
University of Chicago where he took 
his M.A and where his is presently 
working on a doctorate in 18th Cen­
tury Literature. Besides working on 
his degress at Chicago. Professor Er­
win edited a literary quarterly, the 
Chicago Review. He is presently co-
editing an issue which deals with a 
school of French writers knows an 
"nouveaux philosophies," young 
philosophers who rejected their 
Marxist-schooling. He hopes to work 
on a small publication at USD in the 
tradition of the PEQUOD. 
Attracted by the growing reputa­
tion of USD and the beautiful 
weather in San Diego, Professor Er­
win decided to move here last winter 
and arrived with his family in July. 
MANDARIN PLAZA 
Chinese Restaurant 
Professor Erwin teaches 18th Cen­
tury Literature courses, the develop­
ment of the English language and 
English 21. His impression of the 
students of USD is that they seem 
"very friendly, willing to learn." He 
especially likes the freshmen classes. 
Professor Erwin is presently 
preparing his dissertation on ideas o4 
order in 18th century thought. He is 
also very interested in the parallels 
between the visual and verbal arts, a 
theory which held sway until the age 
of the Romantics. 
As a result of living two years 
abroad, Professor Erwin speaks 
French, and Italian. His interests 
• range from reading authors like 
Johnson, Pope and Hume to play­
ing tennis. As we welcome Professor 
Erwin to USD we wish him a bright 
and successful future. 
PUT OUR MENU IN YOUR LUNCH BAG S STOP BY TO SEE US f 
I 
Good Food Good Price 
MANDARIN, SZE CHUAN, CANTONESE CUISINE 
3760 Sports Arena Blvd. 
San Diego, CA 92110 
Sports Arena Village Shopping Centre 
Open Daily 
224-4222 
"Many students feel what they do in 
the privacy of their own rooms 
should be condoned, whether or not 
it is within school guidelines. When 
you (the students) decided to come 
to USD, you agreed to abide by the 
rules." said Ms. Grec. 
Noise is a problem which Ms. 
Grec has encountered before. After 
working at UC Santa Barbara as 
head Resident and as Hall director of 
400 students at Colorado, Ms. Grec 
is used to dealing with complaints, 
but USD's dilemna is more severe. 
The acoustics are such that the 
sound reverberates between the 
walls. "The students may not think 
their stereos are loud and ordinarily 
they wouldn't be, but the way the 
buildings are situated every sound 
can be heard." said Ms. Grec. "This 
is a unique community. It is the time 
to have fun, but everyone's defini­
tion is different. The rights of others 
must be upheld and protected." 
With the increase in the number of 
cars in the valley, Ms. Grec feels that 
the question of personal safety 
should also be recognized. Increas­
ing the lighting may not be enough. 
"I suggested building a lighted stair­
case from the field house down to 
the main road." said Ms. Grec. This 
would create a higher visibility of the 
area. 
Ms. Grec hopes that she can get 
students involved in the decision 
making. The possibility of forming a 
hall government with representatives 
from each floor in attendence is one 
way. Open meetings where students 
could voice their opinions on topics 
which are pertinent to them is 
another alternative. 
This will be a year of experiments. 
The Phase B Missions are new and 
so is Jean Grec. Most of the policies 
are undecided. 'We will have to see 
what works." said Ms. Grec. 
Parent's 
Day 
On November 7, Homecoming 
Day, those parents you've been 
missing so much will be raiding the 
campus. It's Parents Day, and they'll 
be driving in droves to USD. 
We'll keep them busy. They'll at­
tend a seminar by the world-famous 
consultant Kenneth Blanchard on 
the art of effective parenting; lunch 
at the world-famous Serra Hall 
Cafeteria; cheer with you while USD 
beats Chapman; go to Mass in 
Founders Chapel and hear our USD 
Choir; and finally get out of your 
way to go gamble and yahoo at our 
Western Casino Party in More Hall. 
Please encourage your parents to 
come and enjoy the day — and re­
mind them to get their reservations 
in early for the Casino Party as 
seating is limited. 
Won't it be great to see them 
again? 
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Vista Editor Conflict Resolved 
by Maria Brightbill 
Some people are calling it a scan­
dal, "Watergate — USD style." 
Some are calling it a joke While 
even others are calling it the best of 
all possible worlds. Rumors are fly­
ing about a run-around and an 
Associated Student Body "mixed-
bag." What it is, is the Vista editor 
appointment procedure that seems 
to be drawing criticism, sighs and 
hushed tones from all sides. 
The present condition of the Vista 
lies in the hands of co-editors Robert 
Madden and Matt Piselli, and 
associate editor Sandy Sanderson — 
all original applicants for the 
previously single-handed position of 
Vista editor. How the Vista arrived at 
its present destination is a long un­
told course of travel that" began in 
April of last year, spread itself over 
the summer months, and just recent­
ly settled. 
In the middle of April, three ap­
plicants for the '81-'82 Vista editor 
were submitted: Robert Madden, a 
sophomore at the time; Matt Piselli, 
a junior; and Sandy Sanderson, also 
a junior. Madden and Piselli had 
previous experience with the Vista, 
Sanderson none. In accordance with 
Vista policies, the applications were 
reviewed by newly elected ASB 
President Vince Guilin, Vern lsmen, 
the spring semester Vista editor, and 
Vista advisor Skip Walsh. 
Dated December 5, 1979, the 
Vista policies used last spring make 
six points. Number six states: 
A new editor shall be selected by 
the following process: 
a. make applications available. 
b. the Vista staff recommends 
their choice among the candidates. 
c. the current editor recommends 
a candidate. 
d. the staff vote is reported to the 
advisor. 
e. the advisor and the A.S. Presi­
dent vote for a candidate. 
f. the Dean of Students approves 
or disapproves of the concensus 
candidate(s). 
According to Guilin, this list of 
policies was not on hand for the May 
selection process. Others concede 
differently, including Walsh. Walsh, 
for one, recollects that the policies 
were on hand for the process. 
On May 5, Guilin sent Dean of 
Students Tom Burke a letter con­
cerning the Vista editor appointment 
procedures being used. In this letter 
he expressed the view that the "pre­
sent procedure is inappropriate." 
The general belief was that the pre­
sent vote by the Vista advisor 
"should be regulated to a moderator 
position." In essence, the proposed 
change would remove the faculty 
advisor vote. 
Dean Burke refused to approve 
the proposal at the time. As a 
University student publication, he 
contends that the University itself 
can and will be held responsible for 
any libelous matter. Thus, he be­
lieves administrative input is 
necessary. 
A May 7 ASB Senate meeting 
mentions information concerning 
the Vista editorship. The minutes 
state, . . motioned that next 
Tuesday the Senate (will) interview 
the three candidates for Editor and 
vote on Vince's nomination." In 
Vista policy no mention of Senate's 
involvement is included. 
Senate's approval of Guilin's 
nomination comes into play under 
the AS Constitution, Article I, Sec­
tion 2, which explains the 
President's duty. "The President 
shali: (H) appoint and dismiss com­
mittees and chairmen subject to the 
simple majority approval of the stu­
dent Senate. These committees shall 
be known as Executive Committees" 
This section also states that, "The 
President shall: (J) have such other 
powers as are necessary for the ful­
fillment of the duties of his office and 
are consistent with the other provi­
sions of this constitution." 
However, the discrepancy lies in 
the position Vista holds in the ASB. 
It is not an "Exective Committee," 
according to members in the Univer-
Editors Matt Piselli and Robert Madden 
sity's administration. Therefore, an 
editor nomination does not need 
Senate approval. Guilin, however, 
felt Senate approval would be need­
ed. 
Interviews of the three candidates 
were underway at this time by 
Guilin, lsmen and Walsh. Guilin cast 
his vote for Piselli; lsmen cast his 
vote for Piselli also, and Walsh 
agreed to their decision. Following 
the Vista policies, Dean Burke was 
then approached with the nomina­
tion. Piselli was approved as Vista 
editor. 
Sanderson also protested the 
qualifications at hand. Qualifications 
of the Vista editor, as stated in the 
policies are as follows: 
a. experience on the Vista or 
another publication. 
b. working knowledge of layout 
and all technical skills required to 
issue the paper. 
c. demonstrated ability to com­
municate. 
d. GPA of 2.5 or above. 
e. demonstrated ability to main­
tain the Vista as a service to the en­
tire student community. 
Sanderson pointed toward the fact 
that Piselli's GPA at the end of the 
semester was .04 short of the stated 
qualification. 
The May 12 Senate minutes re­
veal that, "Vince stated that there 
have been inaccuracies in the deci­
sion making policy for the Vista 
editor and that there are also ques­
tions as to the previous nominee 
Matt Piselli's qualifications. The 
issue, therefore, is going back to the 
decision making step and will run 
through the process again with Dean 
Burke. The discrepancy is over the 
mandatory 2.5 GPA standing and 
the past inaccurate procedures. The 
Vista 2.5 GPA requirement was 
discussed at this time. The point was 
mentioned that the ASB President 
only has the requirement of 2.0 as 
all the other ASB offices." One 
senator motioned that a letter be 
drafted to Tom Burke in reference to 
the Vista appointment stating that 
the Vista GPA qualification should 
be lowered to 2.0. The minutes con­
tinue, "Vince stated that the letter 
will be drafted and the Vista editor 
issue will be decided on at a later 
date." 
This all occurred during the last 
week of school, while Dean Burke 
was preparing to leave on sabbatical 
and was handing over his position to 
Associate Dean of Students Tom 
Cosgrove for the summer. Both 
refused to lower the GPA qualifica­
tions for the Vista. Cosgrove felt that 
if Piselli were to be accepted as 
editor, he could be accepted as an 
exception to the rules — the rules 
need not be changed. 
The end of May approached and-
no one was quite sure who 
waseditor. In a letter dated May 29, 
Guilin wrote to Piselli at his home in 
New York informing him that Dean 
Burke rejected the Senate proposal 
to lower the GPA requirement. He 
said that his application would be re-
evaluated and that Piselli, 
. . must, however, submit a re­
quest for waiving the GP require­
ment in the form of a personal letter 
to Dean Burke. If your request is af­
firmed, new appointment pro­
cedures for V/staeditor will be in­
stituted for which you will be 
eligible." One week later, Madden 
and Sanderson were also "informed 
of the situation through a letter from 
Guilin. 
In June sometime, Piselli wrote 
Dean Burke, requesting that his 
GPA be waived for his eligibilty. 
Cosgrove responded on July 1 as 
acting Vice President and granted 
the exception. He wrote, "I hereby 
grant the exception of your request, 
making you an eligible candidate for 
Vista editor." Thus, Piselli still had 
not been officially appointed He 
was merely a candidate, and the 
procedure would begin over. The 
entire process — interviews, discus­
sion, voting — would be done over 
with the original candidates. 
At this time, it was decided that 
more input was needed from the 
Senate. This was possible as most 
were in San Diego during the sum­
mer. It is unknown who actually sug­
gested that the Senate become in­
volved, but discussion of the can­
didates was reopened. Copies of 
their applications were made and in-
depth reviews of their qualifications 
began. The interviews were redone 
— Maddens and Sanderson's on 
campus, Piselli's on a long distance 
phone call at 1 a.m.. New York 
time. 
For Piselli's interview, members of 
the Senate and others tTaded off 
three phone extensions, taped his 
interview, and later replayed it for 
those not present. 
After the second progression of in­
terviews, Guillin, who previously 
voted for Piselli, voted for Madden; 
and Walsh, who previously left the 
vote in the hands of Guilin and 
lsmen, now voted for Piselli. 
Cosgrove was then approached and 
asked to decide between the two. As 
acting dean of Students, he had to 
approve a recommendation, but as 
there was no decision, no recom­
mendation, he could, and rightfully 
should not decide. The deadlock 
between Guilin and Walsh con­
tinued and time passed. 
At this point, Guilin and the 
Senate began shuffling the possible 
combinations. Piselli was called and 
asked if he would take the editorship 
if an associate editor was appointed 
by the ASB. Alongside, Sanderson 
was also asked if he would work 
under a combination provided by 
the ASB. 
With the Senate's opinions evenly 
split between Madden and Piselli, 
Guilin then decided assuredly upon 
Madden. The question again arises 
here if Guilin needed the Senate's 
approval. Cosgrove sees that the 
guidelines for the Vista are separate 
since it is not a "standing 
committee." 
By late August, Walsh gave in to 
Guilin's vote for Madden. Their 
nomination was approved by Cos­
grove. Madden, at this time and in 
the eye of the administration, was 
editor. He, however, was led to 
believe that his position was condi­
tional until school started. Piselli, 
after hearing no news in two mon­
ths, was never informed until return­
ing to school in September. Concur­
rently, Sanderson was offered the 
position of associate editor by Guilin, 
and he accepted this. 
To the USD administration. Mad­
den was editor. To the Vista, he was 
only an editor conditionally. To the 
ASB officers. Maden was editor, but 
no one wanted to tell him that it was 
official, not conditional To Madden 
himself, the position was "condi­
tional." That is where the Vista stood 
when school began on September 8. 
After the second issue of the Vista, 
Madden said that he began to notice 
a need for a co-editor, someone that 
could compliemnt his talents and 
weaknesses. Concurrently, Piselli 
was approaching the administration, 
questioning the confusing aspects of 
the summer procedures that virtually 
left him "hanging on a limb" for two 
months. Madden and Piselli met, 
agreed to the co-editorship with 
Sandy acting as associate editor. 
Guilin assumed that he made the ap­
pointments under the clause in the 
constitution that guarantees his 
powers, "for the fulfillment of the 
duties of his office." Cosgrove 
believes that no such interpretation 
(Continued on Page 7) 
TEST WITH CONFIDENCE 
T A K E  T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
O F  S A N  D I E G O ' S  
LSAT 
PREPARATION COURSE 
• Faculty includes lawyers and educators. 
• Counseling provided both during course and after you 
receive your L.S.A.T. score. 
• Extensive Classroom and homework materials 
accompany lectures. 
• San Diego course: also offered in Los Angeles 
and San Francisco. 
Call toll-free (800) 223-2618 
in San Diego area call: (714) 293-4524 
For a free brochure call or write to: LSAT Preparation « 
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John Klemmer 
In Concert 
by Jim Hitchcock 
There is a great opportunity for 
USD students to take advantage of 
this Saturday John Klemmer. one 
of the truly gifted musicians of our 
time, is performing on campus. 
When 1 first heard the contract was 
signed. I couldn't believe it. 1 mean 
this guy rarely tours at all. even 
though his concerts, expecially the 
few at the Greek in L A , have 
received high marks. What really ex­
cites me. though, is that the mood 
and elegance the saxaphonist 
creates with his fluid, highly emo­
tional style is perfect for the setting of 
Camino Theatre, a structure 
specifically designed for sound. 
There couldn't be a better opener for 
the concert season 
The name John Klemmer seems 
to be somewhat of a paradox. To 
some he is the highly acclaimed 
soloist, the giant among rival 
jazz/pop artists, and composer of 
some of the most beautiful in­
strumental* ever to be written But to 
others he is simply not known due to 
the lack of airplay that a few in this 
market, such as Chuck Mangione. 
have attained Klemmer's music 
does have the touch for mass au­
diences. Greats such as Lee Riten 
nour and Larry Carlton, who have 
been involved on numerous hard 
selling projects, have played on 
many of Klemmer's albums. One 
album that was hugely successful, 
however, with over 450.000 copies 
sold, is Touch The title track and 
"Free Fall Lover" are two of the best 
instrumentals ever written and the 
album has grown into a true classic. 
His musical career actually began 
at five when he started learning 
guitar and piano. By age 11 he was 
studying classical alto sax and started 
playing in rock and blues bands. 
Greats such as John Coltrane and 
Miles Davis provoked him to switch 
to tenor and thus this became his 
life's work His career really began to 
take shape in high school where he 
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after graduating, played with big 
bands. Dixieland groups, avant 
garde combos and even commercial 
orchestras During those years in 
Chicago, he studied sax, flute, 
clarinet, and piano in conjunction 
with his composition and arrange­
ment studies, sometimes five lessons 
per week. 
Klemmer signed his first record 
contract at 19. with Chicago based 
Chess Records. His five albums for 
Chess consistently earned five star 
ratings from Down Beat, and 1969's 
Blowin Gold, his third LP for the 
label is widely accepted as one of the 
premier jazz/rock fushion albums. 
This album was his first commercial 
success and marked his first use f 
electronic effects on record, 
especially the Echoplex, which has 
become something of a Klemmer 
trademark. 
Hush is his newest recording. 
Ritennour and Carlton accompany 
him as well as an impressive 
newcomer vocalist Clint Holmes 
who sings the Klemmer-David Bat-
teau composition "Let's Make 
Love!" Klemmer, who spotted him 
on a late night TV show said. "I saw 
him on a telethon about four in the 
morning a year or two ago I was 
cool to the show but I sensed a talent 
in Clint. 1 tracked him down and we 
got together, I found that his jazz 
roots run as deep as mine. He's a 
fine singer." Many say the new 
album is somewhat like Touch — if 
it's anything close, it should be an 
excellent album. 
The show begins at 8 p.m. in 
Camino Theatre with Carl Ander­
son. an electrifying, up and coming 
jazz singer in the mode of Al Jarreau 
who also starred, for those who 
remember, in Norman Jewison's 
film version of "Jesus Christ 
Superstar." Recently. Anderson has 
made attendance records at the Bla 
Bla Cafe with 16 consecutive sold 
out performances. Tickets are $5 for 
USD students and may be bought at 
the book store box office until 5p.m. 
Friday. They will then be sold at the 
Theatre Box Office beginning at 7 
p.m. Saturday. 
John Klemmer, right here on 
campus. I still can't believe it. For 
those who want to see and hear the 
creator of soulful, and genuinely 
uplifting sound, be there Saturday 
night. It should be a great show. 
Editor 
Conflict 
(Continued from Page 6) 
can be drawn from the same clause 
and that Vista does not apply in that 
situation. 
Questions now arise concerning 
the entire process followed. Pro­
bably most important: what is the 
relationship between the ASB, the 
funding association, and the Vista, 
its apparent sibling? Because the 
governing body funds the news­
paper, do they control it and its 
members? Does the ASB have the 
power to appoint other Vista posi­
tions, next to editor? 
Cut Class / 
/"II 
Starlight Bouquet Petite Unique 
All Next Week 
Pick your favorite ArtCarved class ring. Cut it our. 
Keep it with you tor a while. Get an idea what it s 
like to own the ring that says, "I did it!" 
Then, next week, have the genuine article fitted 
by. the ArtCarved representative visiting campus. 
For one week only, you'll have our newest selection 
of ring styles to chtxise from — and a specialist 
who will make sure the fit is perfect. Plus, there 
will be some incredible ArtCarved otters to cut the 
cost of your class ring . . . 
CUT your ties with the past during our "Great 
Ring Exchange!" Trading your old 10K gold high 
school ring for a new ArtCarved college ring could 
save you as much as $58. 
CUT the cost of a traditional or contemporary 
Siladium ring to just $79.95 — a special ArtCarved 
"Ring Week" discount up to $20. 
CUT a smashing figure with a women's class ring 
from our exciting new "Designer Diamond Collec­
tion." 
An\ was sou cut it, next week is the best week to select sour ArtCarved class ring! 
/WG1RVED 
^COLLEGE RINGS -COLLE
. . . SYMBOLIZING YOUR ABILITY TO ACHIEVE. 
STUDENT UNION OCTOBER 14, 15,16, 1981 
Deposit required. MasterCharge or VISA accepted. © ArtCarved College Rings 
Tradition.il Colorado Seahawk 
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Question 
Of The Week 
Questions by Carol Damon 
Photos by Gina Arcaro 
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE SPOT ON THE 
USD CAMPUS AND WHY? 





"Edge of the canyon because I like 




"The point, because it offers a good 
view of the city. It is a good place to 




"You're looking at it (Immaculata 
Lawn). I'm pretending to study, but I 
am really checking out the people." 
The San Diego Symphony Board 
of Directors announced last week, 
after a special meeting, a series of ac­
tions being taken to solve its present 
financial plight. Those actions in­
clude the following as part of a com­
prehensive plan. 
President of the San Diego Sym­
phony Association, David Porter, 
has appointed an Interim Executive 
Operating Committee composed of: 
R Barry McComic, Symphony 
Director and president of Avco 
Community Developers, Inc., who 
will chair the committee; Ben 
Borevitz, Symphony director and 
practicing attorney, who will be vice 
chairman of the committee; Jack 
Larson, Symphony director and 
general manager of the Bullock's 
department store in Mission Valley; 
and Louis F. Cumming, senior vice 
president and district manager of 
Crocker Bank. The committee is ex­
pected to function until the Sym­
phony is on a firm financial footing. 
The committee will be responsible 
for overseeing the administrative and 
financial affairs of the Symphony on 
a day-to-day basis as distinguished 
from artistic management which is 
the continuing responsibility of 
William L. Denton, Symphony 
general manager. During the interim 
period, the committee will oversee 
details of the Symphony's expen­
ditures, fundraising efforts and per­
sonnel matters; and will advise and 
consult with the general manager on 
a continuing basis. 
Additionally, once it has com­
pleted its primary task, the commit­
tee has been given the authority to 
conduct a search for an admin­
istrative and financial officer to work 
Charlie Daniels 
Recording Artist 
with and complement the office of 
the general manager The new posi­
tion will allow the general manager 
to devote a greater portion of his 
long term effort to the artistic, as op­
posed to the financial, aspects of the 
Symphony. 
The Symphony board of directors 
believes that, historically, art institu­
tions have tended not to put enough 
emphasis on the administrative and 
financial matters as distinguished 
from artistic matters. The board sees 
this as causing particular difficulties 
with a symphony orchestra, where 
the concept of a resident director 
with full artistic responsibility has vir­
tually disappeared, resulting in an in­
creased burden on a general 
manager in this area. The San Diego 
Symphony board's plan is designed 
to address that shortcominng. 
Porter has also appointed an audit 
committee composed of James 
West, president of COMBO (Com­
bined Arts and Education Council of 
San Diego County) and not a 
member of the Symphony board; 
Chuck Arlegde, Symphony director 
and group vice president of Signal 
Companies, Inc., and Jerry 
Monroe, Symphony director and at­




"The practice field at the Sports 
Center every other Friday at 3." 
of Luce, Forward, Hamilton and 
Scripps. The audit committee will be 
responsible for retaining an indepen­
dent certified public accounting firm 
and monitoring its efforts to analyze 
the financial situation of the Sym­
phony. This analysis will be made 
public. 
In addition to these actions, the 
board was briefed on specific fun­
draising efforts by the development 
committee and various board 
members, including a massive 
telephone solicitation program, the 
sponsorship of Symphony chairs, 
support from a forthcoming San 
Diego Opera fundraiser for musi­
cians' salaries, a corporate sponsor­
ship program for individual concerts, 
a foundation solicitation campaign 
and an ongoing program of public 
service announcements. 
Representatives of the musicians' 
union and several members of the 
Symphony Orchestra attended the 
board meeting upon invitation of the 
president. 
John Adamo. president of the 
Musicians' Association, stated that 
he was much encouraged by the 
results of the board meeting and 
looked forward to commencing the 
Symphony season on time. He sug­
gested that, in addition to the actions 
approved by the board, that an in­
dependent advisory committee be 
appointed consisting of one member 
from the public sector, an individual 
with a musical background and 
financial experience, and a 
representative of the business com­
munity whose responsibility would 
be to deal with the long range 





"The swimming pool, because I'm 
on the swim team and I spend all of 
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"The roof of DeSales. It is the best 
place to play caps." 
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by Colleen Delaney 
The romantic comedy Bus Stop 
will be presented in Camino Theater 
October 15. 16. and 17 by the USD 
drama department. This drama 
revolves around two main char­
acters, Bo and Cherie. Bo. played 
by Dave Walling, is a cowboy from 
Montana who is off the ranch for the 
first time in his life because of a 
rodeo competition. Cherie. played 
by Laura Brandes, is a singer who 
Bo espies in a Kansas City nightclub 
and instantly falls in love with. Un­
fortunately for Bo. Cherie does not 
share these feelings Bo kidnaps her 
and bodily forces her onto a bus 
heading back to his ranch so she can 
become his wife. However, the bus 
becomes stranded in a storm at a bus 
stop on the way and a group of other 
people become involved in Bo and 
Cherie's relationship 
Virgil is a sidekick of Bo's played 
by Bryan Toner. Also at this bus stop 
is Grace played by Lorie Haugen 
who owns the restaurant at fhe bus 
stop: Elma, a young teenage 
waitress played by Jessica Watsor 
and Will, played by Ray Hart at 
Law-and-order-by-the-books sheriff 
Also, there is Dr. Lyman characteriz­
ed by John Rippo who is a professor 
with a drinking problem and too 
much of a liking for you . , girls: and 
Carl, the bus driver played by Tom­
my Loffarelli. The play concerns 
itself with what happens during the 
course of the six hours or so the bus 
is stTanded 
All members of the cast are USD 
students. Jessica Watson. Bryan 
Toner. Ray Hart and Tommy Lof­
farelli are all making their USD debut 
in this production Lorie Haugen is 
Drama Department rehearsing a scene from Bus Stop, which will run Oct. 
15. 16. and 17. 
making her first onstage debut after a 
year and a half of working on lights 
for previous productions. Director 
Mrs Pam Connolly is proud of the 
whole group who have had a very 
short time to prepare for the show 
and are doing a "fantastic" job. She 
GettingYourDegree? 
CONGR4TUL4 TIONS! 
(got somewhere to go?) 
Career Placement Registry (CPR) 
Can Show the Way 
/ 
/ 
If you're a senior, you'll he job hunting soon—and 
everyone knows how much fun that is. 300 resumes... 
saving forever for stamps ... that letter to Dream Corp. 
you've written 12 times. You're beginning to wonder if 
you'll ever attract anyone's attention. 
Why not let Dream Corp. come to you? 
CPR could be the answer. We're an information 
1 service that will give over 10,000 employers in 44 countries 
access to your complete records. (A ny idea how much 
stamps for 10,000 letters would cost?) 
Here's how it works: You fill out a short form, listing 
your career and geographic preferences, your special skills, 
your GPA. This information is fed into the DIALOG 
Information Retrieval Service—a system used by businesses 
large and small, by research firms, accounting and insurance 
companies, publishers, advertising agencies, international and 
multinational corporations, most of the Fortune 1,000. 
Employers search through computer terminals for a 
combination of factors, such as your degree, your languages, your 
extracurricular background, and so on. If you have what they 
want, you won't have to get their attention. 
They'll come to you. 
Instant access, instant searching, instant results. All for $8. 
Contact your Placement Office for details and student entry 
forms, or fill in the coupon below. 
1 I I I I I 1 -I—T 




Current Mailing Address-Street 
City State. . Zip. 
CAREER PLACEMENT REGISTRY 
302 Swann Avenue, Alexandria, Virginia 22301 n=n i i i 
Guide To San Diego 
Entertainment 
Compiled by Catey Hurley 
MUSIC 
George Benson will appear in concert Friday, October 9 at the SDSU 
Outdoor Ampitheatre 
lan Hunter will appear Tuesday, October 10 in the UCSD Gym. 
Pat Benatar in concert October 24 in the Sports Arena. 
SPORTS 
Bullfights in Tijuana every Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Downtown Bullring. 
Bike races every Thursday night at 7 p.m. in Balboa Park 
DINING 
Souplantation (617 Mission Gorge Rd.) This restaurant houses two 
fabulous 50 item salad bars, and serves six different and equally delicious 
soups daily. Also featured are a variety of freshly baked breads and muf­
fins. 
Casa de Pico (2754 Calhoun Old Town) If you like good Mexican 
food, served in an authentic Mexican atmosphere, at very reasonable 
prices, this is the place to go. Casa de Pico also features a huge outdoor 
porch set with palm trees and candlelit tables at which to enjoy drinks 
before dinner. 
MOVIES 
Paternity starring Burt Reynolds is playing at Sports Arena 6 Theatres. 
Only When I Laugh, another funny and heartwarming film by Neil Simon 
is now showing at Mission Valley Center West Theaters 
Galipoli is now being featured at Camino Cinema 4 Theaters and the 
Guild 
Blazing Sadies, an old favorite western comedy is now showing at 
Ocean Beach at the Strand. 
T.G. Preview 
also encourages any students in­
terested in helping with costumes, 
sets, etc, to do so. Anyone who 
would like to help out should try to 
contact Mrs. Connolly in C20 or 
possibly a Saturday at 10.00 to help 
out. 
At this week's T.G.I F . Outlaw 
Days, there are some special things 
planned for everyone's enjoyment 
The U.S. Tobacco Company has 
graciously subsidized the entire 
event. For those of you who are un­
familiar with this company, they are 
the makers of Skoal, Copenhagen. 
Happy Days, and Zig-Zag rolling 
papers. There will be contests and 
the prizes will be provided by the 
U.S. Tobacco Company. 
These contests include chew spit­
ting, cigarette rolling, quick draws, 
and to top them all off, a Dolly Par-
ton Look-a-Like Contest. Each con­
testant will receive at least a consola­
tion prize. There will also be a 
general drawing for all those who 
purchase a cup for which numerous 
other prizes have been provided. 
Entries are limited to the first 20 
people that submit their names and 
the event or events that they would 
like to enter to the ASB Office in 
care of Steve Welsh. If you do not 
have time to get your name in, just 
show up at the T.G. So everyone 
come out and enjoy the fun! 
Special thanks to the USD student 
body for their cooperation with the 
new policies implemented at the last 
T.G. Thanks also go out to the Phi 
Kappa Fraternity, Zeta Tau Alpha 
and Alpha Delta Phi Sororities, the 
USD Rugby Team, and to Anheuser 
Bush Brewing Company for their 
continuing support, and this week to 
Barkmen, for all their help with the 
T.G.'s. 
House Of Wax 
In 3-D 
The original uncut version of 
"House of Wax" in color and 3-D 
will be re-released for an exclusive 
San Diego area limited engagement 
Friday, October 9, 1981 
The "House of Wax" will play on­
ly at two theatres in San Diego 
County. Mann's University Towne 
Centre 6 and Mann's Oceanside 8. 
In June of this year Mann 
Theatres presented the first regularly 
scheduled run of a 3-D motion pic­
ture in the United States in many 
years, with the successful re-issue of 
"It Came From Outer Space" and 
"The Creature of the Black 
Lagoon." This was followed by "The 
Fantastic Invasion of the Planet 
Earth" and most recently with the 
first new 3-D picture, "Comin' At 
Ya!" 
Because of the tremendous public 
response and interest in 3-D, Mann 
Theatres is going to continue to pre­
sent 3-D attractions on a regular 
basis in their theaters. Mann 
Theatres has arranged with Warner 
Brother Pictures to have new prints 
of the original version of "House of 
Wax" starring Vincent Price and 
Charles Bronson, produced in the 
original technicolor and 3-D process. 
The "House of Wax" is con­
sidered a classic film horror story and 
the 3-D photography and effects in 
brilliant technicolor are considered 
the best ever produced. 
3-D viewing glasses will be 
available at each theatre. Mann's 
University Towne Centre 6 Theatres 
and the Oceanside 8 Theatres have 
been equipped with special 3-D 
screens and projection equipment to 




Theatres Midnight Movies 
Every Fri. i Sat. 
Just AFter Midnight 
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4 Programs 
To Choose From 
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BETTE MIDLER IN 
-THE ROSE-
PINK FLOYD 
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Becker. He adds that there is more 
depth to this year's team and that 
their total depth will develop more as 
the season progresses. Coach 
Becker feels, "We are what you 
would call a sprint team, out best 
events will by the 50 and 100 yard 
event." 
Assisting Coach Becker in prepar­
ing the Women's Swim Tean for the 
upcoming season is Head Diving 
Coach Cal Loock. Coach Loock 
comes to USD from Boston Univer­
sity where he also was Head Diving 
Coach. To date, his impressive ac­
complishments include; Pan Ameri­
can Olympic Coach for Argentina, 
All-American Diver at Southern 
Methodist University, and coach of 
international divers at the interna­
tional level. This year, Coach Loock 
will be using his outstanding abilities 
in working closely with USD's two 
new divers, Jenny Isham and 
Shauna Lund, motivating the 
women's diving. 
Here is a rundown on the team 
members: 
Returning Swimmers 
Mary Lightfoot — Senior this year 
at USD. Mary is from Santa Rosa, 
California. Her best strokes are 
Backstroke and Individual medley. 
Last year she way All-American in 
three events at the U.S. Nationals. 
Val Skufca — In her Junior year, 
Val has been the Women't team cap­
tain for two years. She is from Lit­
tleton, Colorado and is a free-style 
breast stroker. Last year she also 
competed in the Nationals. 
Diane Sims — From Salinas. Cali­
fornia, Diane is in her Sophomore 
year at USD. She is a freestyler-
middle to sprint swimmer, and was 
in the Nationals last year. 
Trish Daver — Trish is a Sopho­
more at USD and is from Los 
Angeles. She is a sprint free-styler 
and also competed last year in the 
Nationals. 
Lois Richert — From Phoenix, 
Arizona, Lois is a Junior at USD. 
She is a sprint-freestyle-butierflyer. 
New Girls 
The following girls are new 
members to the team whom Coach 
Becker expect to score high points in 
upcoming meets and also to qualify 
for the Nationals. 
Denise Odenwald — A Junior 
transfer from Orange Coast College, 
Denise won four events in the Junior 
College Nationals last year. Her best 
strokes are the Butterfly and Back­
stroke. 
Janet Gaunt — Janet is a Fresh­
man, coming from Tustin High 
School. Her best stroke is the 
Breaststroke (50 or 100) with her 
best times already surpassing USD 
team records. 
Ce Macevicz — Transfer from 
Southwestern Junior College, Ce is 
a Sophomore this year at USD. She 
is a Sprint-Butterflyer swimmer. 
The next group of girls are Fresh­
men who add the valuable depth 
needed for third place or higher 
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Torero Aquatics Begin New Season 
by Jan Schiller 
Swimming Fans — unite! The 
USD Women's Swimming season is 
upon us. Under the direction of 
Head Coach Gary Becker along with 
new Head Diving Coach Cal Loock, 
the USD team looks forward to a 
new season with new talent and 
detemination. 
This past month, the Toreros have 
been getting in shape. They have 
been running, lifting weights and 
hearing lectures on swimming, all in 
preparation for the upcoming 
season. Now, the team is concen­
trating more on training in the water. 
This season, there are a total of 16 
girls going out for the team. Five of 
the girls will be returning swimmers 
from last year, while the remaining 
eleven are all new, strong swimmers. 
"The team is far improved from last 
year's team," points out Coach 
points in division competition and 
might possible have National times 
this year as well. 
Tracy Malloy — From Playa Del 
Rey, California, Tracy's best stroke is 
the Backstroke, especially the 50 
back, where her time is better than 
qualifying time for the Nationals (so 
far this year). 
Maggie Keller — Also a Back­
stroke swimmer, she is from Albur-
querque, New Mexico. Her best 
time is only 8/10 of a second off the 
qualifying time for the 50 back in the 
Nationals. 
Chris Brusati — Coming to USD 
from Los Angeles, Chris' best strokes 
are with the Butterfly. 
"These next three girls have a lot 
of potential and are going to help us 
a lot," says Coach Becker. 
Katie O'Rourke — A Freshman 
from Hanford, California. Her best 
stroke is Freestyle-sprints 
Susan Grable — She is a second 
semester Freshman and a sprint-
Freestyle swimmer. 
Karen Hoy — Coming to USD as 
a Freshman, Karen is a Freestyle 
swimmer. 
Commenting on these two other 
swimmers out for the team, Coach 
Becker says, "These two other girls 
going out for the team are just begin­
ning their competitive career, and 
thus 1 expect to see a lot of improve­
ment from them in the year." These 
girls are: 
Luz Schwanow — A Freshman 
from the Academy of Our Lady of 
Peace in San Diego. 
Gretchen Aims — Also a Fresh­
man, Gretchen is from University 
High School in San Diego. 
The New Divers 
Jenny Isham — Jenny is a Sopho­
more from Visalia, California, where 
she was Swim Team Captain in her 
Senior Year at Mt. Whitney High 
School. 
Shauna Lund — Shauna is a 
Freshman coming to USD from Min­
nesota 
Coach Becker feels that "Both 
Shauna and Jenny should do very 
well in competition this year." He 
then goes on to say of the team, 
"Not knowing these girls that well as 
yet, it is hard to predict how they'll 
perform," However, "we feel that 
we will do fairly well this season." 
Coach Becker explains, "Over the 
last three years, our swimmers have 
helped us to build a reputation that 
now has drawn competition from all 
over the country to (come and) swim 
against us." 
Some of the top schools the 
Women's Swim Team USD will be 
competing against in their Divison II 
league this year include: The Unver-
sity Nevada Las Vegas, University 
Nevada Reno, UC San Diego, and 
UC Irvine. The Toreros will also be 
having out-of-state teams coming in 
from Colorado State, University of 
Northern Colorado. University of 
Wyoming, Texas Tech, University of 
Idaho, and University of Utah, along 
with local teams from around the 
state. 
"We're still in the adolescent state, 
growing up and getting better every 
year," points out Coach Becker He 
then concludes by saying, "We offer 
a good quality program and are 
competitive — we're looking for­
ward to a good year." 
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Personals 
Dearest Bambi. I love seeing the 
sunset in your eyes. I hope you stay 
as understanding as you've been I 
keep thinking to myself if I really 
deserve you. You deserve so much 
better than me. I still think we can 
make it. So Happy Together. 
F-ever, Herschel. 
Herschel, Gee, life is swell with 
you. The thunder and lightning last 
week was scary, but with you 
holding my hand 1 felt secure. Love, 
you wife, Bambi Feinberg (I love the 
sound of that!) 
Dear Tom P.. And I'm driving a 
stolen car on a pitch black night and 
I'm telling myself I'm gonna be 
alright. But 1 arrived by night and I 
travel in fear that in this darkness I 
will disappear . . . Bruce. 
To Shiner, Why must you be so 
messy? Why can't you clean up after 
yourself? At least you were good at 
the party. How come your owners 
party so much? Messy. 
Joyner, How 'bout that 49er 
defense? Fred Dean. 
Shelley, Angela, Green Eyes, and 
Geyne, You guys sure like to party 
don't you? By the way, who called 
the cops? Bruce and Clarence. 
B, C, D, I'm getting ready 
for McDonald's, B. And coq au vin 
from the D. C, make more desert I'll 
pour the tea next time. A. 
Sickness, Screen door tease!! 
Very "urbane." Black mesh shirts 
and drunk worms. That's all I 
remember. Signed, Paralyzed 
Darkness. P S. Thank God for larr-
rge paychecks! 
Rick, You could be fooled again, 
so in this teenage wasteland, stay 
mobile and don't slip kid. 
Whoosh . . . Jeans and 
Monograms. 
Demon, COOH makes what go 
down easier? Did you wake up this 
morning and get yourself a "beah"? 
The future's uncertain and the end is 
always near. In a doorway, Jim and 
Biva. 
Tom, Do they serve Negroni's at 
Naugle's? Maybe after 3. BMW. 
2/3's, B.A. Dick, Organ Ex­
change. Probably on HBO soon. 
1/3. 
Mike, where was your car Satur­
day night? And who played Eddie in 
the Munsters series? It wasn't Caesar 
Romero. Monograms. 
Mrs. Piselli, Can Matt come out­
side and play catch? Signed, the kid 
in left field. 
Tom P. She drove herself to 
madness with a silver spoon. R. 
Pryor. 
Shelley G. The cat fell off the 
chair!! J. Opdycke. 
Fletcher, How's it work on stains! 
Josie. 
Yahcub, Speak to me almighty 
Black Jesus and lead me into a life of 
everlasting darkness and streets of 
Fire. I shall wait in the eternal 
shadows until I hear word from you 
or your son. Holy Ghost. 
Dean Wormer, Knowledge is 
good. Otter. 
J.S. You were neither ignorant 
nor inadequate, but you will be 
sorry!! 
TRIF, Get a grip on your wheels. 
Mark, John, Tom, Bob, Jenny, 
Eve, Kathy — I hope that you are 
laughing now, becasue you won't be 
later. P S. — Poetry is sweet, but the 
rath of my rancorous hand shall be 
suculant. 
What's white and blue and 
squirms in the dirt with a pillow case? 
Mark K. of course. 
Congratulations to all new Zeta 
Tau Alpha pledges. You are all ter­
rific. Roadrunner. 
Sampson, I've wanted to write this 
earlier but you know me 
always on the run. ROSES ARE 
RED, VIOLETS ARE BLUE, I 
THINK YOU ARE PRETTY COOL 
TOO. Well sweetheart, sorry it's so 
corney but I tried. Don't ever cut 
your hair. Love Delighla. 
To the DeSales Midnight Mover 
— The Irish will get you! Comprende 
KOHL?? 
Seacliff, The won tons have 
takenover, they refuse to stop!! No 
fear. Mich is here and saves the day 
(or night, or very early morning). No 
time for 8:00ers!! RR 
Dear Cleo. Hey there — thanks 
for taking me out for a walk Saturday 
— it was great getting some FRESH 
air Perhaps we can do it again real 
soom — like tomorrow I'll cook you 
up a big batch of Alpo (yes. let's 
splurge!) Don't ever say I never cook 
you anything Remember I am head 
over paws in love with you. Love. 
LADD 
Mark K., the second deadly sin in­
volves a garden hose Think about 
it!!! The Fiesta Island Club. 
Dear Italian Tie Breaker. You 
thought it was a tie until you looked 
into the mirror. Now who is up by 
one, maybe two. Laub, the blob 
*10 and his bearded buddy, got a 
song for you two Nazis. Watch your 
step and beware of the oven on the 
3rd level. 
Chips A Hoy, "%»'"! Would you 
stop climbing up my leg! Get off my 
dresser you brat!! Love, Tweek. 
Boss, every Monday night is such 
a pleasure working so close to you. 
Any amount of typing is worth spen­
ding a little time together. Your 
voice just does something to me. I 
can't say what, I don't understand it. 
D. 
TRAE B210, Nice haircut. Thanks 
for the DAWG. Michael. 
White Unicorn-Taking things a 
day at a time, yet always having a 
direction. Trials and commitments 
always in the way, but life's too short 
not to share. Don Q. 
Anthony, my son, When the 
hours go by like minutes, and the 
shadows come to stay, go roam 
through streets of fire, until your 
darkness goes away, the word of 
CUB Revelation 4:1. 
Chris, Hope you're not too mad 
about last Saturday. We're all really 
sorry. You are so cute when you're 
angry! A Mexican Admirer. 
Mo, Happy B-day! Wear your 
pink slippers to the party, they're so 
sexy. 
Wasa que pasa, baca okama omai 
ahoka. The Okid. 
J.S. cut the B.S. I like you a 
helluva lot. "Didi" 
Gretchen. Happy 21! Enjoy the 
Blue Nun. Can you make the sur­
prise party at Proctor Valley? Love. 
Yaffer. 
Hooper, where are you? A con­
cerned citizen. 
Hey A! We know who you like! 
Love Pizza-Eaters. 
Dear Kristin — One more time 
and it's off the balcony. Your roomie 
and the girl upstairs. P.S. Have any 
vacations lately? 
E.: You are the most intelligent, 
intriguing blond I know. I want to 
talk with you more often I am dying 
to know what's happening behind 
those varnet's on the weekends. If I 
tell you who I am. will you let me 
listen to your audio-pack? 
5B-22-157. 
Ruth — are you going to get up 
on time tomorrow? A friend. 
Kevin — keep the room clean! 
Adele loves 49. 
Pat Benatar lives in the souls of all 
liberated females. 
Pregnant mice are mighty mice!!! 
Chris: we don't want it. A and F. 
Mark Tunney: You have cute jog­
ger's legs. Professor Chambers. 
Dear J: Drop her cold. The girls. 
Paul: You seem to be such a gen­
tle critic — will you read my English 
papers for me? From the book-
watcher. 
Adrienne: James Taylor and Styx 
forever — let's both get some guy 
and go crazy once!!! moi. 
Katrina — You are such a cutie — 
keep smilin' Love, your next door 
neighbor. 
Amy: I am becoming much too 
forward. Do you have any advice for 
me? Aimee. 
Wanted Preppy Male, Must be 
witty, charming, suave, love to 
dance, enjoy a fine wine & beer oc­
casionally. Must own a complete col­
lection of Ralph L. attire, and drive a 
convertible Rabbit. Anyone meeting 
these standards please call Muffy at 
296-1311. 
OK you guys! GQ. Flash & J.R.; 
Aren't pool parties fun? 48 between 
6? - Oh My God!! What NEXT? I 
don't think this school is ready for us! 
Face it . . . we're just TOO GOOD 
TO BE TRUE!! Beastly. Tink. Poof. 
Mad Muncher. Our partner in 
crazmess Skiing this weekend was 
the hottest. The timing was perfect 
and again we blew it. Stay in line 
and we'll be fine Great gift! Clapton 
knows but so do we White goes 
anything — White Christmas, white 
fences, white house, white water. 
Sure love & lots. A Big Hug!! The 
Other Side of the White Wall. 
Hey G.Q.! Thanks for the unex­
pected fun. It was a treat! You amaze 
us every time, every day. every par­
ty. Cashmere is where its at, as are 
those obnoxious grins. Keep em 
both. Thanks for the Stoney ride!! El 
Bicho, Alipop & Poof. 
Kat: Thanks for the roadwork. 
dead fish, buns & braids. Just letting 
you know that you're loved and ap­
preciated A LOT!! Super Quacker. 
Jay; You quack me up! Thanks 
for the advice, words of 
wisdom . . . who knows. 1 may 
even get what I go for. Major 
leagues. Snips & Snails! This little 
one is on that puppy dog's tail (1 
think)!! You're a godsend Thanks 
for listening and hearing. Your Lit­
tlest Friend 
Alipop; You could make the 
world stop! The elephants walk and 
chocolate drop! Life with you is 
almost as good as popsicles. Long 
live, burritos. chili-cheese dogs, 
bullets, bubble gum, and pickles! 
Beasty. 
Hey, Wisconsin! We run into each 
other too often, I can't handle it! 
Thanks for Smurf Watson! Today 
Smurfland . . tomorrow the 
L.P.G.A.! When shall we party 
again? How about tomorrow at the 
T.G.? Try to maintain until 
then . . you canhold on until then 
I hope! Munchkin. 
I want a Hug. A Big Hug. Help!! 
Poof — get well soon!! A M 
Eyes 4U, Make sure Mark 
remembers his clothes next time. 
Greg gets jealous when you do 
homework with brunettes. Lunder 
GLORIA BLANCO - Seeing 
you just drives me wild. I hope I can 
overcome my shyness soon. Do you 
by any chance like pina coladas? 
"Your Secret Admirer" 
Big Cheese — You're not so 
tough Watch out! The "Punk" 
Big Brother — Neither are you. 
Little Bro. 
Slob — Keep your curtains closed 
at night, and your windows shut. 
You never know who might be wat­
ching and listening. 
Vince, you are my favorite person 
to wake up to. I wish I could more 
often! Have a nice weekend I'll miss 
you lots. I'll be there when you get 
back, ready for anything. I'll never 
find someone as special as you 
again. I'm not even looking anymore 
— I'm satisfied — the black & blue 
kid. 
Roxanne and Angie. We want it 
now!! S and V. 
Luis, My Love. Didn't you read 
my message? I watched you the 
whole week and you didn't even 
seem to notice me. I merely see you 
walking through campus and I just 
about melt. Oh you gorgeous man, 
don't do this to me. With love, Linda 
B. 
Annette & Shel, Have a good 
weekend! Try to stay out of trouble. 
Love The Photographer. 
Irene S., you're terrific, Roadrun­
ner. 
Do you know what comes bet­
ween me and my Calvins? A pillow 
case and a roll of athletic tape. 
Rick, Beware of Whom? Nomad. 
Fourth: By the time I ge to 
. . . Tuscaloosa? Ah, yes, right 
before your very eyes, the first four 
of the alpha will be obliterated from 
the face of the earth, at least for four 
days or so. Third. 
To Moe and Eclair, Rumor has it 
that you were running around town 
with your top down. You need new 
disguises. The sun glasses and hats 
just didn't work. Where shall we hit 
next. Our stomachs are growling 
Col Klink and Curls. 
MK — Better watch what strange 
doors you walk through. 
K. McGany. Learn how to drink 
JD without holding your nose then 
pop off. You're a true honorary pig 
like the "ACE." Thanks for the 4 
great years dad. The Pig 
To my fellow sailing instructor, fair 
is fair, you miss class, so can I. 
Keep those curtains closed and 
leave my shoes alone. Your 
Brother. 
CP. Those who watched Patton at 
3am could surely not invade your 
darkness, for without them, you 
couldn't hold back the light of day. 
so speaks the Cub. 
Vince. Please don't lose any more 
keyes. and get some sleep. Love, 
Mom. MD. 
Weapon. 1 will personally make 
sure that Joshua and Joe turn out to 
be very LARGE P1AGGS. Thanks 
for your great perception, you're a 
very large and dark Pig. The WILD 
Pig. 
You are as slick as grease, the kid. 
Tonto, But I thought they said that 
it's a fool who plays it cool What? A 
revision? Depends on who the fool 
is. The L. Ranger 
MOMMA: Thanks for putting up 
with "Three's Company." We love 
you Bonnie and Clyde. 
Katie T.. What a judge!! I'm so 
glad that you are on ASB this year 
and I'm not. Keep my cutie out of 
trouble What strange luck or is it fate 
that has changed some things from 
last year? Remember last orienta­
tion. Want to work on retreats or 
what?? Have a great fantastic 
weekend, and remind someone 
throughout the weekend how 
special he is to me. Love you kid. 
thanks for being a friend, you really 
are you know!! (How's this for a per­
sonal??) 
Nomad. Who is Johnny? A 
relative maybe? Who ever he is, he 
owns your heart and soul. Leon is so 
large!! PIG 
Pools of sorrow, waves of joy are 
drifting through my open mind, 
possessing and caressing me. What's 
the next line? 
Geek, Get a real car! Get a real 
bike!! You're getting close to needing 
a real life! Hang in there you real pig. 
WP. 
Faustus: Always know sometimes 
think it's me. But you know I know 
and it's a dream HBO Late-Nighter. 
EYES For You, Don't you know 
that homework is bad for your 
health. Lunder. 
Are you sure? Blue Grass really 
isn't blue? 
Bitsy. By the time we graduate 
from this place of schooling, (by the 
way, which is better than the BIG 
RED, BIG GREEN, and ELI put 
together), you will be just as OTW as 
I. Please don't give up on KPOC. A 
LITTLE TOUNG SUSHI would be 
super. Who knows it may lead to 
PARALLEL PARKING. Also 
Bradley will have to give Kip left 
handed driving lessons (lots of 
lessons). Corkie. 
Sean: Go for it!!! Roxy (34). 
Hey Cinty. How's life treating 
you? What do you want me to bring 
you from L.A.? Have a good 
weekend. Love The Photographer. 
To my favorite school teacher. 
Your class is incomparable. You are 
the most beautiful. And, it is the 
most naturai thing in the world for 
me to have the tremendous crush I 
do on you. Looking forward to 
Saturday night's lesson! r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-
Your favorite student. 
T.S.J. 3rd. Mr. Bitchin' announc­
ed! "Help I'm being attacked by 
HOSE MONSTER and POODLE 
EYES!" Keep up the partying, but 
beware of the freshman 15. Mr. Bit-
chin' Roommate. 
Anita — I wish I could spend more 
time with you. I hope all with our 
roomies works out. I finally got my 
roommate and I on the same level 
and flying high. Good luck with 
yours. Hope your weekend on the 
beach is fantastic I'll miss you! Take 
care, you've got a friend. 
Beanaly: Thanks for starting off 
my year so great — you're terrific 
"big sis" and a great roomie although 
there's been quite a bit of "traffic" 
lately! Good luck with you-know-
who (more traffic). I love you, H* 
sis" Bern 
Beeeedala & Deeeedala — you 
crazy girls! Here's the personal you 
so deserately wanted We'll have to 
all get together for another snack-a-
thon & UNO game soon By the 
way, you owe us $32.78 for 
phonesitting — pay up! Still crazy 
across the hall. Bean & Bern 
To all the poor souls on floors 1 & 
2 of San JUan; SORRY!! We'll try to 
contan those "unbearable quakes" 
up here. Sony againn, the girls from 
floor 3. 
Georgie Porgie of Law School, 
does this mean that we're rivals 
(VISTA vs. HEARSAY)? 1 hope bot, 
you're so cute! Keep up the good 
work (?) Poor Darlene!! "The Kid" 
Greg(gy) — cheer up and smile 
like you used to! Okay, so you won, 
but just wait till the 29th!!! Love, Still 
a  C H A R G E R  f a n  . . .  .  
Hey Lisa. Thanks for all your help 
on the yearbook. Keep up the good 
work Love, the Photographer. 
Matt. Roll down the window and 
let the wind blow back your hair; the 
night's bustin' open, but the place 
can't take you anywhere!!! MAJOR 
PEANAE! Cub Revelation 2:6. 
Captain Oscie: My terrian is open 
to you and ready to be explored. I 
believe the big Redwoods are still 
subject to the beavers of the forest or 
is it the other way around? Love — 
You know who! 
M.D. 1 have a great prescription 
for you. Eat enything that is off-white 
or magenta. I can steal some chalk 
and we'll grind it up and add water. 
It weill save on the Maalox costs. 
This way you can buy other things. 
CP 
B, Shall I make alphabet soup? I 
don't think it is Irish/English, 
though. When will you say that one 
little sentence? We know it is true. 
Admit it. D. 
Sooner. Okla — who 7, Iowa St. 
7. Get a real team. I'm looking for 
one. does Maine have one? Corn-
husker. 
Grab, why must everything be 
monogramed? You know what 
you're getting for Christmas. That's 
right. D. 
Large Piaags, Give McGarruy a 
break! He's starting to look over his 
shoulder these days. Remember 
who owns me on the field, he does, 
and that could be costly, at practice. 
I know as true pigs you won;t listen 
to a thing I've said. So I send you off 
to be very darj and very Piggy, and 
strike forth from the pig sty in my 
mind. McGany Beware! The Larrrge 
Piaag. 
M B. Just wanted to say thanx for 
everything. You've been one heck 
of a street pal. Remember you are 
welcome over for CAROB 
RAISINS, SPARKLETTS & 
THEORIES anytime!!! Have a great 
day and Smile! 
M, S & D — Thanks for being a 
great family! Love from Lil S. 
A formal notice to the Vista 
editors and staff — Remember that 
you are only puppets of the ASB 
and your sole purpose in life is to 
carry out pur very whims. The Vice-
President and Chairman of the Pro­
gram Board Joe Laub. 
Bilingual Baby, I may not be your 
Secret Admirer but you're still the 
lady of my dreams. 
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here, you wild woman you! If you're 
good today we won't make you 
sleep onthe floor. Love ya, Darla, 
Buckwheat, Alfalfa & Spanky. P.S. 
Remember, tomorrow you'll be a 
true camper! 
RC250 — Had fun last week at 
the show. 1 like your pink shirt wf*' 
the ruffles — white is better! Mi. e 
sure we both see polos this 
week, this weekend calls for a 
definite time to celebrate, let's think 
of a reason later. The swinger. 
Circus — Have fun this weekend, 
you deserve it. Just think, when you 
come back, you'll have a car at 
school. Smile, things can't be that 
bad. Let's Skippa the Nachos. The 
Lady. 
53H — We really do need to get 
together soon, let's keep up the im­
age, "gingerale" anyone? Good luck 
on all your assignments, papers, and 
tests. If u>e can do it, you girls sure 
can. 23C. 
Quack, Quack, Quack, 
Quack . . . 
Skince — You finally get a per­
sonal — enjoy! 1 like the mean green 
mobile, remember T6I Fridays — 1 
will not forget. A Czech. 
Juanito — Chocolate Chip 
cookies? How about a piece of 
Bavarian Mint Pie? You really 
shouldn't make people cry like you 
did last weekend. "Get your life 
together!" Don't give girls that ask a 
lot of questions a hard time even if 
Ned let you in. When are we going 
to T.J.????? 
Dave, How are ya? Keep up the 
good work, you are a Big Help, 
without you USD would be drab. 
Good luck with Duck's and Com­
pany. Carolyn. 
Terr . . . Get a clue!! (Get a 
check!!) is that an oldie or what? 
We'll have to have some crackers & 
frostins & pretzels & milk for ol times 
sake. Maybe we could review 
nuclear fission with/Pedrohijo. By 
the way I love my new found screen 
HI-LITER — I bet you're jealous!! 
Don't you wish you could be so 
wierd?? I wonder how Cubby is, it 
sure is lonely, he's probably speak­
ing Vietnamese by now. Well gotta 
go so my cactus is calling, love 
from me (I bet you can't guess who!!) 
Amy — teepeeing is lots of fun. 
Who are we going to get next? Your 
TP Partner. 
Ruth — You're the greatest! 
Thanks for everything. Especially 
opening up the room on Sat. Night. 
Hope you feel better. Love Trinie! 
Al, Mary, Ruth — You guys are 
loads of fun. Had a great time this 
weekend. Lets keep the good times 
rolling! 
John — Even though you did go 
swimming the other night, you might 
end up in the pool when you least 
expect it. So beware!! One of the 
Wet Ones. 
T t,- What happened to 
those 'quiet' days on the balcony. 
Vodka and Scotch were the guests. 
We must reunite old friends. The 
limes are lonely. Daring D. 
Killeen, As the Good Book says, 
"Whatsoever you do to the least of 
my fellow conspiritors . . . We'll 
do to you TWICE!! The F.l.C. 
I can't help but laugh abnormally, 
I just get this funny feeling in my 
stomach every time I see ycu. 
Thanks for the concern for my lady 
bug — Blob. 
Michael D, MED, MD, Just 
wanted to say Thanx again for taking 
the time to tape the songs. Lotsa 
love - MED, MD. 
To Monty Pythons, Nice Playing! 
We'll get them next time. Monte. 
Triana, Eyes are a funny thing, 
they can lead one here or there or 
both. JBRA. 
J.R. When you least expect 
it . . Expect it. Beware! Beasties, 
Alipops and Poofs in the night!! 
Remember, the bigger they are the 
harder they fall. 
Dear KT, The spaghetti dinner 
was great. Elbow and the Warm girl 
were spaced out, but Puck really got 
into the Time Warp. How about the 
Lighthouse Saturday night? Topher 
Mark K., Thanks for an inade­
quate evening. J.S. 
Dearest Julie and Lisa, 1 love you 
— signed the Don Juan of Exhibition 
Design. P.S. Is it true that you are 
both dating Rob? 
To Big-Mo, DS 423 reunion. 
Need Ig-Mo with us. Carbos and 
beer set for Monday, This time all 
jazz. Need carbo-sauce and ice 
cream. We'll get that article written, 
ltty-Bitty-Mo. P.S. — We'll reap 
those righteous riffs. 
Monique Sypien, To a sweetie 
who's a dear friend!! Thanks, JAWS. 
Killeen: I hear Fiesta Island is 
peaceful this time of year. 
Maggie, Fantastic!! That's worth 
an E Coupon. When can we go for a 
ride again? Just remember, every 
ride has its limits, after all, I haven't 
made General yet. Captain Oscie. 
If 1 break his other ankle, does that 
mean 1 rule? Frustated in second. 
Cassie, Thanks for being my best 
friend! Mary. 
Saint Christopher, You called it 
paradise, 1 don't know why. 
Youcalled that PLACE paradise, just 
to kiss it goodbye!!! The Payback's a 
bitch — Moses. 
Cabo or my place? 
666: Screen door closed? Screen 
door shuts? Screen door bangs? 
Nice shades, but they only hide part 
of the darkness Marshmello and 
CP 
Calvin: Just think" what you'll be 
doing at eleven o'clock and just think 
what Til be doing at eleven o'clock. 
TRIFF, Thanks for letting me use 
your equipment. I'm also glad 1 got 
to see Simon and Garfunkel. beware 
of all those gadgets you've got 
though. The Retreater. 
You said it — not me: It doesn't 
matter where you take me; I just like 
being with you. How'd you know? 
P.S. Get your gum off my plate 
Matt: Show a little faith! There's 
magic in the night. You're not at the 
place but hey, you're alright. The 
Guardian (remember me?) 
Monsieur Henri — Thank you for 
your eyes only. Let's do it again 
sometime, on a weekend! Love, 
Sheena. P.S. Can I keep your pa-
jama bottoms? 
Bob — If I get a phone call at 3 
a.m. from Illinois you will be respon­
sible. After all the kid's name can 
wait. Hope your Sat. night wasn't 
too "boring — 1 mean NO party 
. . . are you losing it?? 
Where have all the piglettes 
gone?t! Humboldt Bay or 
Hollywood?! My fellow piglettes are 
No. 1. And together we're pigs on 
wheels! Righto! How did the pigs get 
so thin A liquid diet just doesn't cut 
it! But oblivious ainkers are certainly 
awesome — aren't they?!! Last 
Piglette in Space! 
*40, I still think you have a 
beautiful gorgeous smile. Pearly 
teeth are the BEST Smiling eyes are 
too! Hair today . . . Back tomor­
row but honest smiles last a long, 
long time. Here's looking at ya! 
Ruth, Freckles are where the 
Angels kissed you! Sent from heaven 
you are and I'm sure of it. With love 
and hugs. Popsicle Princess. P.S. Is 
Vnce a Vice or should 1 think twice? 
Maria — Shall we so on squares? 
And don't forget to check the Sally 
Circles and Beth Traingles. How 
about mirrors, waterbeds, and tex­
tured ceilings? It's cosmic. Signed 
one of the "every other Kathy's" 
Skipper, Hey kiddo, what's 
cookin! Bought any ducks lately? 
Lets work on this motivation. Whatta 
you say? 1 think we can crack a book 
once in a while or maybe a few 
times Well the year's young, I think 
we can handle it. Yeah. 1 think you'd 
make an excellent uncle too. Keep 
that smile shining. Alipop 
JR. Flash, GQ! Pointing? Drink!!! 
Naming? Drink!!! Getting up without 
asking? Drink!!! Stoping the quarter? 
Drink!!! OK Guys, Drink, Drink, 
Drink!!! Watch out, we'll getcha Fri­
day night. 0 Bicho, Poof, Tink. 
Flash, GQ! OK, Who threw the 
first cupful! Who got who's T-shirt 
wet Wet apartments are not a pretty 
sight. Who made those puddles on 
the floor? Tink. 
Poof, El Bicho. "The Present" was 
the beginning of a new era A mon­
thly, weekly? occurrence. What 
would I do without you two? Oooh 
Baby. I couldn't handle it. Okay. For 
gor it kids. T the C . . . excellent. 
Love you both. Tink. 
I hope you are at the T.G. Friday, 
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